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SUMMARY.
The propagation of electromagnetic wave packets is 
examined using the concepts of complex amplitude vectors 
and a complex phase function« The relationship "between 
these quantities and the physical characteristics of the 
propagation is described and a basic theory is built up, 
which,’for certain modes of propagation, shows the necessary 
connection between the phase function and the various 
amplitude vectors» General equations are obtained in terms 
of potential functions which can determine the phase 
function and the amplitude vectors«
It is shown, that use of the simplest mode of 
propagation (called lamellar propagation) is adequate in
describing propagation in a homogeneous medium but generally
.. ,, . .. • • - . . . .  • ■ ■ ■ '■ • ..... %. ■. ■ > '
leads to inconsistency when used in discussion of a 
heterogeneous medium»
An historical survey is made of various theories 
of propagation in the ionosphere, itself an important 
example- of a heterogeneous medium» It is shorn that all 
these theories are theories of lamellar propagation*
Solutions are obtained for a phase function and the 
path of the wave packet in an important - example of a 
stratified isotropic medium, and a procedure is outlined 
for finding solutions in. other stratified media either 
isotropic or anisotropic.
Section 1 INTRODUCTION
The work outlined in this thesis is concerned with 
describing some aspects of the propagation of electrvS*- 
magnetic wave packets with special reference to inhomogeneous 
media. As is customary, this is done by investigating the 
propagation of a simple wave with harmonic time dependence.
'.Ye shall he seeking soluti
equations which can he written,
7 a ï  = - à B
it
V A S = h D
à t
V . B = 0
and V. a = 0 .
where b and H are the electric ;
B is the magnetic inducti
and D is the total electric d
vVe shall only consider med
he taken as equal to the constan
in free space and then equations
V A A “ Nq  ̂ait
and V . H = 0
vY e shall seek solutions by







the real part of the vector
ik(F-ct)b = b e — —o
3 0009 02987 5437
1 - 2
which leads to similar forms for the other field vectors.
In this expression
(i) The (possibly complex) vector is called an 
amplitude vector, and can depend at most only on the 
quantity k and on position in the medium;
(ii) k is called the propagation constant or sometimes 
the wave number and is equal to cu/c, where u> is the angular 
frequency of the wave, and c Is the velocity of light in 
free space ;
(iii) the term k (F-ct) is called the phase;and
(iv) the (possibly complex) quantity F is a general 
propagation function or phase function which, like ui , can 
depend at most on position and on k.
This phase function technique has been found very 
useful in discussing propagation in homogeneous media where, 
as we shall show, it is possible to take the various amplitude 
vectors to be constant. This simplification has been applied 
while investigating propagation in inhomogeneous media without, 
it is felt, sufficient attention to rigour.
We find it convenient in this work first to build up 
a basic theory underlying the use of a phase function, We 
then examine the work of various authors in using the phase 
function to investigate the problem of propagation in an 
important example of an inhomogeneous medium, viz:- the 
ionosphere. The phase function technique is then used to 
39ek solutions for various media, using in each case the 
example of an ionised gas. We conclude with an examination 
of the application of the technique to the ionosohere 
considered as an' inhomogeneous anisotropic medium.
Section 2.
THE PROPAGATION OP A WAVE PACKET
A wave packet may conveniently He represented by an 




m=-1 «lr:- Jl *
oo
A(r,k,l,rn) eik|p(r,k,l,m)-ctj dk cEL dm
k=0
which is composed of the sum of an infinite number of phase waves 
of the form A e 
In this expression
(i) the real part of iff can he taken to represent any one 
of the field vectors which will vary with position and time,
(ii) r is the position vector,
(iii) t is the time,
(iv) k is the ?/ave number in free space,
(v) 1 and m are two parameters which, with the associated 
quantity n , constitute a set of direction cosines at some 
reference point,
(vi) c is the velocity of light in free space,
(vii) P is a general propagation function,
and- (viii) A is an amplitude function which we take, for a wave 
packet, to have appreciable magnitude only when k, 1, and m
are in the vicinity of mean or central values k , o and mo
in band widths 6 k , SlQ, Sm^ such that 
k -b-i-S k < k <. k + i  S kO O * G etc.
If these hand widths are small we may write as a first 
approximation
A (r,k,l,m) = A(o) + KAk(o) + LA-j(o) + MAm(o) , 
where A (o) = A(r,k ,1 ,m ) ,
V o )  =
K \dKlkssk ,1=1 ,m=mo9 o’ o etc.
2 - 2
and K  = k » k
L = 1 - 1 'o J
M = m - mo *
bimilarly the phase S (r,k,l,ra) given by 
■ S = k (k - ct) 
can he written
S = S (o) + K S k (o) + LS1(o) + lvISm (o).
On making the appropriate changes of variables our 
expression for \j/ becomes
$ =
+2^0 + +2% bo
i A (0)+K flfe(o)+L f \ t ( o ) + M  A  J »  j e ctK.cC L  d m
-¿s™„ -t«. -*«,
= \[/ i S ( o ) Y0 e } J
where 3(o) = k0{i’(r,kQ,1Q,m ) - ct)
and \j/ =*o A(o)
lK\(o) LLSjp) ¿/*>S,(o)
e c£K dL dry
AjP) Ke-
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Amp) e.
i  K  S j t p )  i LSep) ¿ms* P)
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_ i t'(_Si*S03  -,3*Wi'V0) f̂ °) - l 0̂ (0) ¿w (j %/o) £4>)
( t V OJ &*•)*
Using these results our expression for \|/ "becomes
ir„ ~ A(o) sin a sin ,6 sin y ( £ k ) ( £ l ) ( S m )
0 ~5—  ~  — F ~  0 ° 0
2 \(°) sin ci - a, cos a sin 3 sin y ( f k n)2( W ) ( i2a ■ P y 0 o
+ i Ax(o) sin o. sin p -. p.f cos 3 sin Y (£k)(5i )2(S-mn2 a F Y 0 O 0
+ i





a sin r - y y * cosy (Sk ) (£l ) (Sen. ) ̂  o o / v o'
O
where a = A 3, (O) Tic& k o
|3 = ^ s (0) Si& 6 ' o
V = X sf  °) s mo
i.e. where
u tends 0 to a
1 and A :i s a ;




; values of k, 'o7 o o
2 - U
We find that the maximum value of the real part of \|/ is given 
by A(o) ik0 £10 £ m o
and that as a, (3 and V tend to zero so does the imaginary part
of tQ.
We see then that the peak of the wave packet is located
by the conditions for stationary phase










and m = m 4 0
The propagation of the wave packet may then be studied
to reasonable accuracy by investigating the propagation of the
simple phase wave which is the central wave of the packet
viz : - the wave with k = k0
1 = 1 o
m = rn . 0
It is the study of such a phase wave which will largely
concern us in the remainder of this thesis.
Section 3 THE J5L ELLIPSE.
3.1.
When we write the electric field strength as the real
part of the complex vector E, where
E = E e ik(F"ct) 9 — —o
it is important to recognise that if the vector is complex,
then Re (E) is a vector which at a fixed point rotates so that
the end point of the vector traces out an ellipse as the time
t changes. In this section we will "be concerned with describing
certain features of this ellipse in terms of the vector E and—*o
the scalar F.
If the function F is complex then its unreal part may "be 
taken out of the exponential term and absorbed into the 
amplitude vector EQ. For that reason we will in the remainder 
of this section assume that F is a real function.
3*2. Polarisation of the Ellipse.
We write
EL = E + i E„—o —r —u
where Er and Eu are real vectors independent of S with
magnitudes Ep and Eu respectively,
then *<<£> = £r cos S - Eu sin S .
Also Im(E) = Er sin S + Eu cos S
= - f*__  Re(E)
a s  'We see then that the vector Im(E) is a rotating vector also, 
and moves so that it is always parallel to the tangent to the 
ellipse at the end point of the vector Re (E). The geometry 
of the ellipse shows that Re (e ) and Im (e ) may be represented 
by two conjugate radii rotating together.
2
The square of the magnitude of the vector he
l iven by
ft O(Re (¿u) j ̂  = Re (e ) , Re (e )
E ^  cos^S+ S2 sin2S- 2'E .E sir 3 cos 8 r u —r —u
i rF 2+1? 2) + I(e-L V Jjj. . i  j2j
O O¿i r-, aili TJv r u 2 r 'I cos 2S-E E cos® sin 2 u ' r u





2 !± h . / ;, + E ,~r + 2 E E cos 2 0r u r u
2 s E co s 0 r u
2
then |Re (E) ( 2 = 1 (s 2+E g  + 1 p cos (23+oc)
2 "  “  2
r ' u 
r u
We see that as 3 changes the maximum and minimum values of 
IRe(w)| ̂  are respectively
and
1 ( V  +2 1







) - 1 p 
2
The ratio R of the maximum and minimum values of 
is then given by





__ p 2 . -, 2'r ■ IE ‘+E ' + 2 E 2E 2 cos 20- t J i u r u
a a 2 p *
r +2u + 2 Kr Ai c*s 2*r u
and the ratio R is termed the polarisation of the E ellipse,
We observe that when 6 = o, so that the vectors 3 and E—r ' —■u
are parallel then R = and the vector Re (e ) is linearly
1polarised. Also if 6 
pe rpe n d i c u la r,
rr so that the vectors Ep and E are
3-3
then R = E or E__r __u
E Eu r
according as Ep or Eu is the greater magnitude.
1*1- The Normal to the Ellipse.
The simplest way to specify the plane of the ellipse is
to specify the direction of the positive normal to that plane.
If we could look along the direction of this normal then the
ellipse would appear to he traced out in an anti-clockwise
*
direction as S increases. At a point fixed in space this 
corresponds to a decrease in t. This direction is in the 






Re (E)a | _ *
Re (E) A Ira (e )
E A E—1» A
E = E_ e iS— —o
-c* * - iSE = EQ e
Re (i)}
asterisk denotes the complex conjugate.
Re (I) = I (I + I*)2
im (a) = - i i (a - a* )
2
and the direction of the positive normal is that of the real 
vector




This may he taken as the definition of the positive normal.
3 -  k
3J+. Direction of Propagation»
The direction of propagation of the wave packet can he 
found hy use of the principle of stationary phase discussed in 
section 2. Unless otherwise specified we shall always use the 
phrase ”direction of propagation” to mean the direction of 
propagation of a wave packet.
For a point (X, Y, Z) moving with the wave packet we must
have
3 s = 0
3 k
i.e. 3 (k F) = ct . (0> k
Now as t increases we may regard the surface defined hy equation
( 1) as moving in the direction of the vector
{7 5 (kF) i.e. 3 (kVF),
5 k £ k
and this vector gives the direction of propagation,
3,5. Sense of Polarisation.
If, when looking in the direction of propagation of the wave 
packet, the ellipse appears to he traced out in a clockwise 
direction as the time t increases, then the polarisation is 
said to he right handed. If the reverse occurs the polarisation 
is said to he left handed.
We see that the polarisation at a particular point will he 
right handed if the angle between the direction of propagation 
andt he direction of the positive normal is acute.
So for the polarisation to he right handed we require 
the dot product
^1
2i 5 (kV F)
to be positive, which is a sufficient test.
AN ELECTROMAGNETIC PHASE WAVE.
U*1 To discuss the propagation of a simple wave, we
will write the electric vector E in the form
E = E e ik (P ” ct)— —o
where the scalar F and the vector Eq are, in general, complex 
functions of position and of the wave number k. We consider 
the time dependence of t h i s  field vector to he of the form 
e where c is the velocity of light in vacuo.
It will he convenient to set up, in lieu of the 
Maxwell equations, a system of differential equations, to he 
satisfied hy the scalar F, the vector Eq and such other vectors 
as may he introduced.
Section U
The Maxwell equation 
7 a  £ - -/*•* *_=L
may now he written
* 1 v * £ 0 + i& z  vr«§< , = cH  ■
—. j r- "\yu0c H * [VFa C o *
Therefore the magnetic vector H may "be written in the form
a = a0e ik (F - ct)
where
o H£.» O v F *  £„ + 4-k tf,c
¿ACF-ci)
Similarly the Maxwell equation
V a H  = ^ ̂
~ i tmay he written
and the dielectric displacement D may he written in the form
J> - e
where
c D0 - H.A v 11
2
With these forms for H and D the Maxwell equations
i.L -
H  - o
and V. I> - °
become V. Ha + VF. H 0 - ü ÜÎ
and
V .2)0 + ¿ ^ V F . p o » o iv
liquations undtVconstitute what may he called
a "Maxwellian Set” of equations j • ' _
U.2, The "Criterion.’!
It is most important to observe that when we write
i V ( P _ 0 t \the electric vector in the form SQe v . J the separation
ih ( F — c t )from E^ of the scalar factor e “ v J need not he unique.
It is obvious that for a given vector E with appropriate 
time dependence, we are at liberty to choose the function F in 
any way we desire and the correct value of E can be maintained 
by a suitable choice of the vector E , Alternatively one—o
component of Eq may be chosen arbitrarily after which the
directions of the (complex) vector E will determine the other
components of Eq and the maintenance of the correct value of
E will determine the choice of the function F.
We see then that our form of writing E (and hence
the other field vectors) is not meaningful unless we.adopt some
criterion for the indentification of E and F.—o
In problems of a general nature, the choice of a 
criterion is to some extent arbitrary but it is necessary to 
ensure that the choice made is consistent with such physical 
restrictions as may be applicable to the problem, In certain
k - 3
problems, it is desirable to refrain from specifying a 
criterion at too early a stage, while in other problems 
the early choice of a criterion may be advantageous.
In certain problems, either the choice of a particular
mode of propagation or other information about the propagation 
may serve to supply a sufficient criterion or at least to 
restrict its choice.
criterion is determined it is quite impossible to speak of the 
wave front, wave normal or many of the other terms commonly 
used to discuss propagation. These usually have reference to 
surfaces of constant phase which have no inherent meaning.
By choice of a suitable criterion we could arrange that these 
surfaces had any shape we desired.
adopted in the past by workers investigating the problem of 
propagation in various media.
U.3. The llectroaynamic Potentials.
It is of interest to determine the solutions of the 
Maxwell equations in terms of potential functions.
Since S7.Hz*o we may write H as the curl of an 
arbitrary vector A which we take to be of the form
It is most important to remember that until the
We will, at a later stage, examine the criteria
The equation H = A
then implies Hq = f\0 + ¿k V'P’a Ao # (0





Therefore E + Mo is equal to the gradient of an arbitrary
at
scalar function which / take*
W h ere  * s t nd&pe note n't o f  t ,
c „ ¿k fF -c t) [E c - i-^MoC^o}* { + ¿A>j)VFj -t
,, p / , ik (P - ct). the form p, = e v '
and we obtain the solution for E as—o
TPi 1 (¿>
<31
! = vy» + t hfVF 'TT
where we have written tt = iku c A— K o —o '
■ •
With this last substitutional) may be written
>c„ c- H o = VFa TT ̂  4-. 7 a 7T
The Maxwellian equation II then gives Dq in terms of tt 
The equations .('it) and (i*5i) give us the required solutions 
for an(̂  ~o ^erms °1 the scalar potential function \[f and 
the vector potential function tt
The Joining Relation between the Potentials.
Since n is a vector potential introduced by the
relation a = 1here is still an element of
arbitrariness about rr and we are at liberty to choose the 
divergence of A (i.e. the vector in square brackets) in any 
way we please.
Traditionally * this divergence is made eoual to TTr*
and in our notation this means
CkCF-ci)
yU-0&îÙ Tc l v ’ F+
C!UF.c.-t)
or v . tt + ¿ i v p .  yr = - ¿ V  (4)*\< *y *
Equation (if.) then supplies a joining relation between the two 
potentials ty and tt.
* See, for example page 205, P.M. Morse and H. Pfshbach,
"Methods of Theoretical Physics." Mc.Graw Hill Book Go/ Hew York
U - 5
Using equations 11 (3) and (U) we may now obtain an expression 
for Dq in terms of the potentials•
We have
X H„A VF ~ ^ a H o ;
and using (3) this may he written
c4I>o = (v F ^ T ^ a V F +  f-k (VATT) * v r
- f k v * ( v p . w )  -  ±k v * ( j - k v + r )  ^
which on expansion may he written
yucelx„ = l{VFf+ —  IVF.7T +fkv.7rj VF
- f K V F  A (FaTt) - v)v f + ± J v k v )Y + ^ F (p . jr ) - ^ v z]r 
where ( V f Y  = V F  .  VF.
Taking the gradient of (U) we get 
and we finally get
+fK [ V F . v ) ?
b*5* Solutions with \jr = o,
Examination or (2) shows that there is an apparent 
simplification hy taking \|/ = o.
If \|/ = o we see that from equation (2)
S0 = n
and the joining relation then implies 
V. f 0 +  Ck V F . - o 
i.e. S7- &  — o  ^
4 - 6
and it is only in problems where E is solenoidal that the 
. . .  C4)joining relation and the simple solution \|/ =o may both be used.
We feel that in all propagation problems where the 
nature of the exciting systems or antennae is not of prime 
significance, it is most convenient to use the solution \|f = o 
and if necessary to forgo the advantage of the joining relation 
(U)• However, if the problem is one determining the character­
istics of the antennae to produce a given field it would in all 
probability be more convenient to retain the joining relation^) 
and forgo the relation \|/ = o.
While we will for the sake of completeness in some of 
the later sections give the equations which must be satisfied 
by the potentials, when we come to the stage of actually 
solving the equations to determine the characteristics of the 
propagation in various media we will find it convenient to take 




5.1 It is important to recognise the fact that the
expression of a solution of the Maxwell equations in the phase 
function form is not forced upon us, It is merely a very 
convenient device introduced so that the function F may he 
chosen in such a way as to describe a particular feature of 
the propagation of the wave.
For the function F to describe a particular feature, 
certain conditions must be imposed on F and on the vectors EQ
and H . We will say that any such set of conditions determines 
a particular mode of propagation.
In this section we will discuss briefly what appear 
to be certain important modes of propagation.
5.2. T.H. Mode.
If we form the^product with VF of the Maxwellian
equation
yCC pc fjj o - VF a B 0 f 4 ^ V a j£T0 ^
we obtain
VF. Ho a. ^  VF-,(v a  £ a)
One important mode of propagation is determined by 
the relation
vF.fa e0) = o (O
which immediately implies the relation
V F .  H„ - o (O
Prom the Maxwellian equation
7. W0 + C fe VF, Ho ~ O
we then obtain the relation
V. « o =  o (3)
5 - 2
If these equations are satisfied we will say that the propagation 
is in the T.H. mode, so called "because equation (2) shows that 
if VF - 15 d real vector then the vector Ho (and also H)
will "be transverse to the direction of VF.
Expressing Hq in terms of the potentials we have
yCL0 C Ht> - V  Fr A 7T + V A TT fro m  4* 3
and equation (2) shows that rr must satisfy the relation
V F • V * I T  - o „
Therefore Va Ti may "be expressed in the form
where
7 a 7T = ¿A.VF*y 
IV r_ (Va »3 A v r
«■'£ ( r r ) 2
Then we may formally write
M*o c f40 ~ V F  A 4 /V)
One restricted form of this mode is obtained "by taking
N = o so that^Ays© and we may put
r r ^ v v  ( S J
The general solutions then take the form
go = V(v+*) + L k f v ?
V * § o ~  L k V p ^ V F J
and Ha » V F  ̂  S'V'. ( 7)
For the special solution = o we then have
g o  - V V
and >7 a £Tc ^ o
- 1
5.3. T,L>« Mode ♦
Similarly the Maxwellian equations
<5 -£>o = Hoyv P P  - — r V A Ho— — on/ -*
and V.2)0 + ¿AVF+T>o tr O
show that if v P  , V  A Ha ~ o
# This result is proved in AppendixA
5 - 3
(9)then V F . 2>0 = 0
and V.2>e - o  . (/o)
If equation (3) is satisfied (and hence equations 
(9) and (10) ) the propagation is said to he in the T.D. mode. 
Again we have
y+o C fjlo -» VF a TT + 4^V A'IT
and from (8) we see that rr must satisfy the relation
VF. {vA (ZTa v f - ^ v a >t)} ro . oo
Therefore V  A ( p  V F  -  '¿frV a 7 f)  -=lkVF a M
”h'”  M  . f c - J F - v t  - £ r A g ) > ^ F
and we may then formally write 3 wiHt
•^2>0 r v r A j F ^ ^ - r ^ ?  .
A restricted form of this mode is obtained by taking 
M = o whence we have
( >r^ v f  -
and V  a * o ,
We then have
u  J>0 ^ v F a  ( tt * v/=) - - j f iV F A iv A - n - )
5*U* T.H, and T.D. fcodes Combined.
For propagation to be in both modes together the 
vector tt must satisfy both
VF.V a.7T s o  C4')
and VF~ V a  ( W a V F  -  r% V A  TT) = © . Qi)
The restricted forms of both modes is obtained by 
taking both N = o and M = o whence we obtain
£*o — V(v + f) + C^ypVF^ (4)
ya*,c •= FF a V VJ &)
and
5 - U
4r p o  - ( y p * ̂ v) a VF i n ' )
where V A (V F  a vv) =• 0 - 03)
5*5 Lamellar Propagation.
An important mode of propagation which we call Lamellar
Propagation is characterised by the relations
7  a  f„ 0 (14.)
and V a  Wo - 0 0 5 )
The Maxwellian, equations Î andXI then become simply
0 C H q r V F  A E O
and e. 2>o - W 0 a 7F, </7)
So A ? ®  = v t a  <f0 ( I S)
since Co/XqĈ  rr t
Prom (16) we have V^L H0 - © 0 9 )
and by j j l V . Ha T 0 (2o)
Similarly V F .2>o r 0 a n
and by Tv * d)Q - 0 (2 2)
Equations (16) and (1 7) imply the further relations
Fo • Ho ■= o
and . W 0 * o
Equations (lip) to (22) constitute a Maxwellian set of equations 
for Lamellar Propagation.
We observe that Lamellar Propagation combines the 
special restricted forms of the T.H. and T.D. modes,with
Equations (1U) and (15) require the potentials to satisfy 
the equations
V a TT + c k  a ? F  - O  (2,3)
and
7T V- - 0 (2 4)
5 - 5
However by (lb) we may write using eq oaf ton (3) of
Ji»c Ho s. VFa (TT + V<I>)
and instead of (2L|.) require that
^ { 7 F a ( T I + 7 i|-)} * o (25)
5» 6. Quasi-Lamellar Propagation.
The final mode of propagation that we will consider may 
he termed quasi-lamellar propagation, the theory of which has 
heen widely used in problems where a theory of lamellar 
propagation is inapplicable.
oe may say that quasi-lamellar propagation is characterised 
by the criteria
1 y a h = o approximately (26)
ik o
anä J L V a H = o approximately (2 7)
ik 0
The approximations must be good enough so that in the 
Maxwellian equations 1 and 11 these vectors may be neglected 
in comparison with the vectors VF a andVPA Ho respectively.
If these criteria are satisfied the theory of quasi­
lamellar propagation approximates to that of lamellar propagation 
and we may use equations (II4.) to (25) for this mode as well.
The usefulness of quasi-lamellar theory is limited by the 
difficulty of ensuring the validity of equations (26) and (2 7) 
for all stages of the propagation unless k is very large. while 
quasi-lamellar theory may be applicable at one stage it may turn 
out to be inapplicable at a second stage where the theory of some 
other mode must be used, .
exactly this situation occurs in an example discussed in 
bection 10. -here it happens that the appaiemt advantage of
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using the simpler quasi-lamellar theory for the first stage, 
is negatived hy the fact that the exact theory which must he 
used in the second stage duplicates the results which are 
obtained by quasi-lamellar theory where it is applicable.
Since this situation is likely in many propagation 
problems, we feel that where true lamellar theory cannot be 
applied,it may be more satisfactory to use an exact theory of 




A BRIEF HISTORICAL SURVEY.
The work described in this thesis arises from investigation 
of the phenomena associated with the propagation of radio waves 
in the ionosphere, and the attempts which have been made to 
explain those phenomena. The procedure in which we are interested 
is one of finding, for Maxwell’s field equations, solutions in 
the phase function form, which will be valid for media where the 
electrical properties are not constant but depend on position in 
the medium and which for a first approximation can be taken to be 
stratified in planes. The problem of the ionosphere is further 
complicated by the fact that it is an hni so tropic medium due to _dthe■ s
influence of the Earth’s magnetic field.
At a later stage we will investigate the propagation in 
various media, obtaining solutions in the phase function form 
where possible, and indicating where it seems that this form of 
solution is inapplicable.
At this stage we will review briefly the work of various 
authors in their attack on the problem of ionised media and the 
attempts made to obtain solutions using a form of phase function.
The existence of a problem was first realised when in 1901 
Marconi was successful in transmitting wireless signals from 
Cornwall to Newfoundland. Considerable discussion followed as to 
the mode of propagation of wireless waves round the curved surface 
of the Atlantic. Since wireless waves are nothing but electro­
magnetic waves such as constitute radiant heat and light, the first 
attempts to explain the phenomenon were made in terms of diffraction 
around the spherical Earth. However, calculation showed that the 
diffraction effect was quite inadequate to explain the observed
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"bending of the waves.
It was Kennelly G) and Heaviside ©  who in 1902 almost 
simultaneously postulated the presence of a conducting layer in 
the Earth's atmosphere and suggested that it might deflect the 
radio waves hack to the surface of the Earth. It is interesting 
to note that Heaviside also suggested that the conductivity could 
he due to the ionisation produced hy Solar radiation.
The first theory describing how the charged particles .might 
affect the propagation of the waves v/as outlined hy Eccles (J) in 
1912. In 192[| Larmor (jj) elaborated this and supplied many 
essential details in 'which Eccles' theory was lacking. The Eccles- 
Larmor theory treated the ionosphere as an isotropic medium consist­
ing oi a cloud of electrons occupying an otherwise free space,
Larmor having pointed out that due to their much greater mass, the 
effect of the positive ions would he negligible in comparison with 
that of the electrons.
It was Appleton who first suggested that the presence of 
the Earth's magnetic field would affect the propagation of the waves 
pointing out that the frequency of rotation of an electron about 
the lines of the Earth’s magnetic field was comparable with the 
frequency 01 the radio waves. Later he investigated the 
problem in detail and in 1927 he (7} generalised the theory to 
determine formulae for the dispersion, absorption and polarisation 
of the waves for any angle of incidence.
At about the same time Goldstein @  and Hartree ( f ^ ndepem- 
ently obtained the same results. Hartree however included in his 
1esulto what io known as the norentz polarisation term which takes 
account of the presence of neutral atoms in the medium and
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considerably alters the formulae for the propagation character­
istics of the waves.
Whether or not the Lorentz term should be included was the 
source of much controversy until Darwin (12)- (¡3) in 193U 
examined the problem and showed that the term should not be 
included in discussing the ionosphere,
Appleton ©  included the term and the resulting Appleton­
Hartree formula formed the basis of the magneto-ionic theory 
which has been widely used to explain the observed phenomena.
The formula is derived,however, by assuming the existence 
of plane waves in a homogeneous medium and applying the results 
to the stratified ionosphere. The theory does not take sufficient 
account of the fact that in.astratif ied medium such as the 
ionosphere the direction of propagation of the waves will be 
continually changing and as a result the formula will not exactly 
describe the propagation. However it is still useful because 
these conditions may be approximately correct in a medium where 
the electrical properties, although not constant, vary only 
slowly with position in the medium.
A great deal of work in interpreting the Appleton-Hartree 
formula has been done by Ratcliffe (53) and others (19) and ̂ 8} 
while Bailey ©  and Martyn ©  used some elegant graphical 
techniques developed by Bailey to investigate the implications 
of the formula, particularly in the Southern Hemisphere. In 
recent years Westfold (20) has derivedfor the formula, a useful 
set of approximate solutions suitable for certain physically 
significant ranges in value of the various parameters.
At about the same time as AppletonTs major paper (S>
Baker and Green (2l) investigated the problem of propagation 
in any direction in the ionosphere hy an explicitly phase 
function approach. In our notation they chose as criteria the 
relations E = constant and H = constant, which of course is 
a special form of lamellar propagation. They only considered 
plane waves, justifying this assumption on the Basis of the 
slow variation of the electrical properties of the medium.
They appear to have Been the first to predict the phenomenon 
of lateral deviation of the direction of propagation of energy 
out of the plane of incidence. Their analysis led to an equation 
for the component of the phase velocity normal to their wave 
front and- this equation is in effect the quartic equation later 
discussed at length By Booker.
In a series of papers Booker (2*2) - ̂ 6) using a phase
function applicable to non-plane waves, obtained the quartido
equation which appears so frequently in the literature. He
developed this analysis to obtain, for wave packets incident at
any angle to the medium, formulae for reflection, absorption,
polarisation and lateral deviation of the split wave packets.
As a criterion Booker chose the relations E = constant and—o
Hq = constant and his theory is thus that of a special form of 
lamellar propagation.
An attempt has been made in later years by Westfold (27) 
to remedy the inadequacies of magneto-ionic theory in describing 
propagation in the ionosphere, following Saha and Banerjea (283 
he referred the field equations to a system of complex co-ordinat 
whose axes are parallel to the eigen-vectors of the medium and 
this simplifies the analysis somewhat. However, in investigating
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plane wave solutions his criteria are those of lamellar 
propagation and we feel that although his analysis simplifies 
his ©  intepretation of the Appleton-Hartree formula it is 
still strictly applicable only to a homogeneous medium,
It will be observed that all the theories outlined above 
are essentially theories of lamellar propagation. At a later 
stage in this thesis we will show that lamellar propagation 
cannot completely describe the propagation of electro-magnetic 
waves in a stratified medium even when such a medium is isotropic* 
If these various theories are to be applicable at all they can 
only be accepted as approximations, that is to say, they become 
theories of quasi-lameliar propagation, the limitations of which 
have been discussed earlier.
Finally we must refer to an important paper by Nisbet and 
Wolf ( 2 3 J. Though their discussion was restricted to isotropic 
non-conducting media, they appear to have been the first to 
recognise the importance of choosing some criterion other than 
£i0 = constant and HQ = constant. Their treatment is quite 
generalised in that they consider the possibility of two phase 
functions, one for the electric vector and one for the magnetic 
vector.
In discussing waves with a linearly polarised electric 
vector they choose as criteria the conditions that both the 
amplitude vector and phase function for the electric vector be 
real. They also suggest as a possible criterion suitable for 
elliptically polarised waves, the choice of the real and 
imaginary parts of the amplitude vector along the principal 
axes of the polarisation ellipse. For linearly polarised waves
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their choice of criteria has the merit of not requiring the 
direction of linear polarisation to he the same at different 
points in the medium. It is interesting to observe that this 
choice of criteria leads to the requirement that the amplitude 
vector he perpendicular to the gradient of the appropriate 
phase function. In our notation this is described by saying 
the propagation is in either the TD or the TH modes. Ey 
separation of real and imaginary parts they are able to arrive 
at separate equations for the phase function and the amplitude 
vector, and solutions are indicated for some illustrative 
examples.
We have seen that with the exception of the work of 
Nisbet and Wolf, all applications of the phase function method 
have used the criteria of lamellar propagation, which as we 
shall show, are not applicable in all media. In the remainder 
of this thesis we shall be concerned with obtaining solutions 
for various media, using criteria which are less restricted than 
those of lamellar propagation.
Section 7
THE SOLE OP V F  IN RAY THEORY.
It is usual to describe the propagation of an electro­
magnetic phase wave by specifying three quantities for the wave.
(i) The polarisation,
(ii) the absorption coefficient, and
(iii) the direction of propagation.
Of these quantities the polarisation has been dealt with 
already in section 3 > and it will now be convenient to examine 
how the remaining two quantities may be related to the various 
terms of the form of solution that we are seeking.
The absorption coefficient is the absorption per unit length 
of path of the maximum modulus of the electric field strength. 
This may be defined as
c©oof ( q)
where we have written
I =, P W  I <?e ( E0*ikl P )\
and a is the angle between the direction of propagation and
the vector
If we write F = R + i U where R and U are real functionsf 
we find that
% = e -kU t (2)
where $ is a term depending only on the vector E . The 
expression for is given in section 3 where we saw that
2 jzf 2 = Er2+ Eu2 + JErU + EuU + 2E„2 E,,2 ze (3)u
where Ep and Eu are the moduli of the real and imaginary parts
of E , and is the angle between these parts.—o
If the vector EQ is constant or only slowly varying, then 
we find from equations (1) and (2) that the absorption 
coefficient is given by k¡VU/ c^o( (U)
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If however Eq is not slowly varying we would have to 
use the complete expression for the absorption coefficient
so that the imaginary part of VF is connected with absorption 
and may in some circumstances completely describe the absorption.
On examining the results found in section 2 we see 
that exactly the same remarks apply when we are dealing with the 
absorption of a wave packet, absorption being that experienced 
by the central wave.
When we are dealing with a wave packet, the meaning
of '’direction of propagation” is quite definite, being determined
by the principle of stationary phase. However, when we deal
with a simple phase wave, a certain amount of confusion may
'• #/arise insofar as direction of propagation is used sometimes to 
be the direction of iae wave normal and sometimes to be the 
direction of transmission of energy.
We have seen that the words "direction of the wave 
normal” have no inherent meaning, being dependent on the 
particular criterion chosen to identify the propagation function f  
. It would be convenient then if we could choose a 
criterion in such a way as to force the real part of VF to 
supply not only the appropriate wave normal but also the 
direction of transmission of energy, if the latter direction 
has any physical significance for a phase wave. We feel that 
the concept of a specific direction of energy transmission is 
the basis of what is usually called ray theory, whereas the 
alternative, wave theory, merely accepts the appearance of
and obtain (S')
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energy at various points in the medium and does not (or 
should not) attempt to say that this energy has arrived from 
any specific direction.
However, we follow ray theory for the moment and
attempt to identify this direction of energy transmission 
with the real part of the vector VF ■
Stratton shows that according to ray theory,
the time average of the direction of energy transmission is 
given by the real part of the complex Poynting vector S where
n o A p:T*
and H is the conjugate of the complex magnetic vector H. 
Using the phase function form we obtain
3 ik(p-ct)2 S
i= * \  e ik(F-ct)
} A {s0 ® ct'
}  HH * e —o -ik(F-ct) j
= So * So
so we will require the real part of VF to be parallel to the 
real part of the vector Eq * E * .
This requirement is easy to satisfy if V  A EQ = 0 
for then we have jULot, H0 - P a
and c | E o a Hq J  ~ Eo a ( a
--(to-fo* ) v r * - t ? F * : E 0) e *
Since E—o •  XL. real we see that the requirement is satisfied
if V F * . E 0 = 0
V F -  E- oi.e. if
7 - U
80 one set of conditions for VF to be a propagation vector^ 
that is for the real part of VF to give the direction of
energy transmission,is
çr a §0 —o
VF Lf0 = o
Uo)
(1 )
and this set is of use when the propagation is lamellar,
If 7 A Eq is not identically zero it is not in general 
possible to set dovm conditions which will ensure that VF is 
a propagation vector.
The condition
f t j i ( V F ) a /&(5) r o C8)
which must he satisfied would require in general that all 
four of the following relations hold:-
V F . £ 0 = o
V F .  E *  = o 
V F . Wo -© 
and VF% ¡4 * -o
These can he satisfied if hoth the electric and magnetic field 
strengths are linearly polarised but for elliptically polarised 
waves these four relations would require both parts of V F to 
he in the one direction and also require that the four vectors 
Re(S0)> Hlo), Re|Hj and ImfH^ lie in the one plane.
For this reason we cannot in general force equation 
(8) to he true but in its place we may require the truth of 
either of the relations
V F  a S = o Of)
O L __ *VF A s - O
Equation (9) is satisfied if




and VF . W e* - o
while equation (10) is satisfied if
V F .  i o *  'O
and
V F  . Ho - o ,
( / 2 )
( / 3 )
i/4;
Equations (11) and (12) can he used in some cases of 
T*D. propagation while equations (13) and (1U) have application 
when propagation is in the T.H. mode.
if either of equations (9) and (10) are satisfied 
it usually turns out that the vectors lie ( V F ) and He (8) 
will lie in the plane of incidence and Re ( VF ) will at 
least hear some relation to Re (3).
When we are searching for solutions for various media 
we shall where applicahle use as part of the criterion the 
appropriate set of conditions for VF to he a propagation 
vector. Of course these conditions can only he applied in 
circumstances where ray theory can he applied and any failure 
of the conditions to give results may he ctn f :
indication that ray theory breaks down.
We observe that it seems possible for a modified
form of ray theory to apply even when the propagation is non­
lame liar, although the usual basis for ray theory is in fact 
the set of criteria for lamellar propagation, most commonly 
in the restrictive form
E - constant,—o ?
and H = constant.—o
We will find in a later section some examples where 
a non-lamellar ray theory does give results.
Section 8
PROPAGATION IN AN ISOTROPIC MEDIUM.
8.1. We now consider the general problem of propagation in 
an isotropic medium. for such a medium, the field vectors 
D and u .are connected by the relation D = { E where the quantity 
{ is called the total electric permittivity of the medium, /e 
will not at first restrict f in any way but will take it to be 
a function both of position and or the wave number,
We shall follow ray theory as far as possible, and we 
shall therefore require y p  to be a propagation vector in the 




equation D = { E
A =  t A
U / p U o  = K ^
(1)
(2 )
where K(- {/{.') is the relative permittivity of the medium, o
Taking the general expressions of Seefton 4*3
fo- v)* + i  4,i)> vf + j r
C Ho * 7 F A if TI y A
•T 2> = V F  a  ( V a V F )  -  - ¿ - , V F a ( v a TT')
TFa V F )  L V a I v a  -Jr)
and substituting the.1: into (2) we get the general equation to 
be satisfied by the potentials in an isotropic medium.
viz : - K/vy +i'k'ÿ'fF ■+ Tf)•» VF A ( F a Y F)- j^VFaIv a 7T)
-+~j  Va + ¿ Z ? rr) f  -7  \( 3}
If we use the joining relation
•'¿V - F .T T -t ¿ h  VF- Tf ('-!-)
we may write (3) as
O - K ) { v t + a * r F }  r
+ 3. (yf.v) ir - A  = o (5)
2
8.2, T.H. Mode.
2 or propagation in the T.H. mode we now have th 
condition;
V F .  H 0  -o
m d atLji V F .  £ t *  -= o
since we now require VF to he a propagation vector,
In terms of the potentials these equations may he 'written
VF • ^ A FT — o
and VF.77 *- ¿K^VF.VF  * -f . - o
So we require the potentials to satisfy either
(i) equations (3)? (6) and (7) with p arbitrary
(5)
(7)
or (ii) equations (U), (5)? (6) and / .
a nd (5) h e corne s
The re it is possi hi e to use thè simple forni of thè T.H 
mode we use rr = W  when equation (3) hecomes
k ( v f + c  K ^ v f ^ v v ) ■= v f * ( w a v f ) -/• v f )
m  .
0- k ) { v 'I'+ cA ^ v f }  +
à!
for propagation in thè T.H, mode we have V F . JD 9 ©
( 3 a )
3.3. T.D. Lode.
-qj|(v f -v) y v  - ~ 0
ma since I) '• —o t -o
we have VF. En - O
Since y F  is to' he a propagation vector we now add the condition
F/6' . Wo* =• e>
In terms of the potentials we may write these eonations a;
JT-f ¿A ^ (V F )x -+ V F , V*f> - e> 




for this mode we see that the potentials must satisfy
either
(i/ equations (3)? (8) and. (9) 'With e arbitrary
or (ii) equations (1+) , ( 5 ) ,  (o) .and (9).
8.U.__Lamellar Propagation .
We now consider the possibility of lamellar propagation 
in an isotropic medium.
The Maxwellian set for lamellar propagation includes 
the equation ^5.5 > equation (13))
■f0 -Po - r F A  (E o a ^ )
which we now write as
-£2)«, - ( V F . f ^ V F  (10
mut for lamellar propagation we have the relation= 0
and since 3>« = (f,
we obtain
_ o  v
7/U f 0 •= o
(2 )
(11)
Substituting (2) and (11) into (10) 
we get /(\7P ) £ a -
and for lamellar oropagation we have
( v f ) *  -  K (12v. ;
So except for boundary conditions the function F is completely 
determined by knowledge of the permittivity of the medium.
We may now add the equations in terms of the potentials 
for lamellar propagation
viz: - v*2T - c A / x rp  /\
7 a {rr a ( tt + )} - o
ma equation (ll) in terms or the potentials which is 






Having obtained, for an isotropic medium, the equations 
to be satisfied by the potentials in each mode of propagation, 
we observe that only in the case of lamellar propagation has 
there appeared a specific criterion for the identification of 
the function fu
When- in the next section we set about obtaining 
solutions for the other modes of propagation, we will still 
be at liberty to introduce a suitable criterion where it 
seems convenient.
It should be noted that the quantity { in our equations 
is not in 'general the same as the ordinary inductive capacity, 
JThe total electric permittivity used in this work is sometimes 
described as the complex inductive capacity, and it is equal 
to the ordinary inductive capacity plus 6 <r/u> , where cr is 
the conductivity of the medium, and oo is the angular frequency 
of the wave. The two quantities become identical in a 
perfect dielectric.
Seclion 9
SOLUTIONS FOR A HOMOGENEOUS ISOTROPIC MEDIUM,
9*1« Having,in the previous section, set up equations to 
he satisfied for various modes of propagation in an isotropic 
medium, we now turn to the problem of obtaining solutions to 
these equations. We shall in this section restrict ourselves 
to discussion of a homogeneous, non-conducting medium where 
4 is a real constant (or. at most, dependent on the wave 
number k). Later, we shall discuss media where 4 is not 
constant.
As we shall see, the restriction to a non-conducting
* ,medium, where 4 is real, allows us to make some useful 
simplifications. The problem of a conducting medium, though 
more complicated, can be solved in much the same way.
Certain of the systems of equations allow of a vast 
number of solutions in quite general forms. In most cases 
we shall not seek such general forms but we shall restrict 
discussion to those solutions which appear to have physical 
significance.
9.2. Since the medium is homogeneous 4 is constant and since
D = 4 | the Maxwell equation
implies V > &  ■» o  ’ •
As discussed in section U.5 we may therefore immediately 
put \j/ = o and use the joining relation t+) of 4*4.
t In
is
an ionised gas, this means that 




We consider first Lamellar propagation, the equations for
which (section 8, equations (U) and (12) to (15)), become by
virtue of the relation f = o
~ H
*7 a  7r  =  v  * ( V F  a tt) - o
and * V-ff + ikvF.T--
The equation ^ a 7T~ - o 
has the solution 7T* - VT’V
where V is a scalar function of position, and the equationsmay 
be written
( y p f  - u (2)
17 A  ̂ VF A V  v) = (3)
VF. W  = o (U)
V iV ^ O (5)
The equations (2) - (5) admit of many solutions, each 
corresponding to a different form taken for F.
We write S?F = 11. + mj_ + nk 
where i, ji and k are the usual unit vectors along the 
cartesian axes,
2 2 2Equation (2) then becomes 1 + m + n = K
and since K is a real constant, constant values of 1, m and n 
will provide a particular solution of equation (2).
By a suitable choice of axes we may take m = o and investigate
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the s elation
f = lx + nz 
V  F = li + nk
where 1 and n are real constants.
equations (2) - (3) then become ■
l2 + n2 = K (6)
(7)
•£- -+ n. » o (3)
i.V  V - o (9)
u(¿lidtiorib (~i) ar g sat isi ieci it ( 3 j is s3.11 siieci ? so we nmst 
solve (6), (3) and (9).
The solution of the linear equation (3) is
V = V (u, y) , an arbitraryy function of
the variables u arid y where
u = n x - 1 z
equation (9) then becomes.
+ £ y  - o
V (10
of which the general solution is
l. e.
V- V, (tc+ ¿y Jk )+Vi [u. -¿¿jJk )
V - vj.(njc—Ĉ  -<■' yvlf) (11)
where and are arbitrary functions of the indicated
variables
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We find, as an immediate result that the direction of 
energy propagation is the direction of V'B s 
Equation (1+) states
= o ,
If we take the complex conjugate of this equation we obtain
v f  *. e 0* -= o
and since is real for this medium 
we get VF . , 0  _
As we saw in section 7> this is a sufficient condition in 
lamellar propagation for VP to give the direction of energy 
propagation.
Prom the proceding solutions we see that lamellar 
propagation is a possible mode of propagation in a homogeneous 
isotropic medium.
T,H. Mode.
We now turn to the problem of propagation in the T.H. mode. 
We have seen that when K is constant we may take \j> = o with 
the joining relation (U) of U.U, and the equations to be 
satisfied are then equations (I*) to (7 ) of section 8 ,
V1Z:_ V-7T +  Ck K7F.Tr
{(v f T+ ¿k v *f ~- * } T +f j[ y r .v ) j  -  r V  * o
v f .(v  a  tt) -  o
V F  . TT* =0  =
To solve these equations it is convenient to introduce 
immediately as a criterion the condition = a = constant 
where we have written n = tt, i + tt0 j + tt7 k— 1 — ¿L J — -






Id e cornei - K j  v ,
and so in generai
(v f )
i J_ >_
+ T k V F —  K  - o ( 18)
As in the discussion of lamellar propagation we investigate 
the solution of (13) given hy
F = 1 x + n z
where 1 and n are real constants satisfying the relation
r\ o1 + n = h
b o VF 1 i + n k
and actuations (ih) to (18) now 'become
I * ,  v *,77} * X  * 4r ¿ 3  o
\JL‘ 4 * i_i' /■ 2.t4£ ¿5"/ + z i iF, 0
»x* ^  ax iv
V àV3 +2i.kK,*& -  ^
>*? >»* V  >50 »v









where (23) has this simple form because 1 and n are real.
eliminating rr̂  between equation (23) and each of 
equations (19) and (22) in turn we obtain
and - jy
which give the solution v
•= o
rr = rr1 (l x + n z) an arbitrary function
of the variable 1 x + n z.
This solution substituted into equation (20) gives
IT, %  Z ¿'k/T =  0
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where the clashes denote differentiation with respect to the
variable 1 x + n z.
This last equation has the solution
_ » -, - 2ik(lx+nz)rr̂  = n A + n B e v '
where A and B are arbitrary constants.
From equation (23) we then get
TT, = 1 A - 1 B e - 2ik( lx+nz)3
and the criterion was rr0 = a ,
With these solutions the electric vector becomes
where
E = E 1  i  + E 2 2  + 2 3  k  
ik(lx+nz-ct)E^= n A e ' - ik(lx+nz+ct)+ n B e v '
^2 = a e ik(lx+nz-ct)
3 - 1 A e
ik(lx+nz-ct) n B e - ik(lx+nz+ct)
and we see that the second term in each component represents 
a wave travelling backwards in the direction given by-V F  . 
This is perhaps more clearly shown if we choose as a criterion
tt2 = a + (3 e - 2ikF
where a and £ are independent arbitrary constants. 'Ye then 
obtain the same expressions for F, E^9 and E^ but we find
E2 — u e ik(lx+nz-ct) , r - ik(lx+nz+ct)
and the separation into the two waves is clearly seen.
Since we are most interested in the advancing wave we 
out B = 3 = o and obtain the solution
•o II = n A i + a j _  - 1 A k (24)
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which is a constant vector.
The Maxwellian equation I then gives
u c 1L = - nai + KAj + lak ‘ o “O ~ ~ (2 5'''
which is also a constant vector,
From (2h) and (2 5) it is immediately obvious that
V  A I0 = o
and V a B = o —o
We then see that in a homogeneous isotropic medium where 
is the constant vector 1 _i + n k , propagation in the 
T • H . mode reduces to lamellar propagation, if Bs $ g o •
9 0_.__T.L, Lode.
I), mode are equations (L{.) , (5)? 
o
The equations for the 
(8) and (9) of section (8), with g
viz;- t l r F . 7 T  -f Y- J f
t VP>* + L 7 - « } ? + & 7 F V ) * -  & 7X-  °




ana VF.(r A W*) -O (29)
We again choose as criterion rr0 = constant when (27) gives
( v r ) l + { \ ^ F  - K  *
and we discuss the solution VF- 1 i + n k where 1 and n are 
real constants satisfying the relation V" + n^ = K .
Since VF is a real vector we may take the conjugation 
of equations (28) and (29) to he
*  - -  (28a)
and
V F  .7r ' — o
v f .(v * U  ) - o
(29a)
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Equations (23a) and (29a) are identical with equations 
(16) and (1 7), and we see that with this form for VF' , if 
propagation is in the T.D. mode, it will also he in the 
T.H. mode which we have seen reduces to lamellar propagation.
It appears then that for this type of medium where a 
constant direction of propagation is sought, the propagation 
will he lamellar with solutions given by (2L|.) and (2p; . unes 
solutions are of course the standard plane wave solutions.
Section 10
SOLUTIONS NOR A O' V A rP1PIAD ISOTROPIC MjmJIUM.
10_e_l. We have now to discuss propagation in an isotropic 
medium in which the relative permittivity K is not constant 
hut dex)ends on position in the medium. Our discussion will he 
restricted to a plane stratified medium which we take to he one 
where ^ depends only on the co-ordinate z.






3  6© K E
KV.E * V K . E  -- o
7. i  4 . £  =<> .
r c tU P -* -* )
7. £«, 4 ¿A.VF • F o k). e( - o
or in terms of the potentials
where we have used the joining relation £4) ¿rf 4.-4- .
o ;
As in the case of a. homogeneous medium we consider first 
the case of lamellar propagation.
10,2 , _Lameliar Prop&gation,
The Maxwellian set of equations to he satisfied
is <Moc Ho ~ VF A^o (3 J
C 2) © ~ A
V A E  0 •». ® (¿l)
7 a W«, -©
V F 'H o  - ° (7)
y F .J i o  * o t*>
7. H o  C-93
v. p 0 - 0  eo)and
1 0 - 2
to which we now add the equation
D = { K E (11)
Again we obtain the equation
tV F ) * = H « K t y  (12)
According to (5) we may put EQ 
when (8) and (1 1) imply the equation
v f . v 4> — o
and (l) then becomes
or _ |£' ¿5^
r  »f »3where the dash denotes differentiation with respect to the
co-ordinate z.
Equation (3) becomes yU^c sXrF (15)
and (6) is ( V f  *r£> (16)
(13)
(14)
We will investigate solutions of (12) - (16) 
writing VF = 1 i + q k (1 7)
where 1 and q are functions of position.
Equation 12 then takes the form
q2 + l2 =K(z) (20)
Since V  * C Vl=) S O
we get \-£ — \j3f — c? (1 8)
and ^  >5 -
/ s • ^  ^  •
(19)
Equations (16) then give




These may he written -
4 <*<% - ] £ 4 ^ - > l £ j h
ana ^
u s i rig e qnation (13) in the form




Now from equation (23) there are two possibilities,
either (i> *st+ 7f:*0 0 * s )
or (ii) ^  = o ( ¿ 0
So we first attempt to solve
< 4  , >4- , „ (2 5")
together with _ b * )
V  r h r  '
•w*»«** .iTjgw» ■Jw—<5̂,- 9nu d?)
and q2 + î  = H* (z) ^ 0 )
equations (18) and (20) are satisfied by talring
<1 = V K  £*4 &
1 = Y Jf
where &  is a function of x and. z.
Substituting into (19) and (25) we get
^  ^  **>« -o
£ l i ?  4 £ *4 &  4  i f  -4<*V £ = Odx, ¿ K
and
io - U
Eliminating K we get
Hand therefore
* 0  + HI
where © depends only on x, and depends only on z.
We must therefore have
and
de Of
iL , - *¿Kgiving as solutions
9  = ax + (3 where (3 is a constant
and : K = where S is a constant. (27)
It will only he in media where the relative permittivity takes 
such a special form that lamellar propagation is exactly possible,
because as will be seen later, the condition ^ = o is valid only«y
if the medium is homogeneous.
Using these solutions we find
q. = s  ** ̂  [oCX,4~ 4 ) (28)
l = (ocXs-fy#) (29)
p = (30)
To determine $ we substitute into equations (22) and (2U) 
and obtain *  2oi (̂4>S)
I VX<f> = -2oi(f4>x -£4$)
Using (21) we find s O ^
-= o
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And we have
So = > 7
S * o C .  { j o  =  -  + Y l ' k
(3 4)
(3 5-)
We observe that this wave has a plane polarised 
electric vector.
Let us now consider the second possibility for equation 
(23) viz:-
Using this result equation (lb) gives 
and since q and 1 are independent of y
we get = constant = A (say; (34,)
We also have
£ ^ * ^ 4  O )










jfl \3r - q,t\ -- -
K  ^  K a ^ k
¿37)ve ^  is- _ jfire, Pr K
where we have divided throughout by A, which cannot be zero
without requiring bQ to be zero.
We now attempt to solve (37) together with
- \s^ - o
^  nr
- il- a OSjr Inc-




1 0 - 6
As "before (18) and (20) are satisfied by setting 
q = C&0&
1 = y AJsn, &
where & depends on x and z.
Then equation (19; may be written
+ C64& 1? + J< ' ~ O
and equation (37) becomes
(OX) #  — AAJn.& ̂  —JZi! t&6& -O
Eliminating «^between these we obtain
20yVK. ¿& $~ + .a '  -  O
i e *2r ^
1 ,e * *  J U .L K  ta * ,& )  -  o
So ¿Tin. & = GrOO where Q- depends only on x
6 « )
(3<?)
Equation (38) then becomes
2 K 2 -f ^ _ 0~ *which can only be satisfied when both Cr and are constants*
Since this would restrict us to a homogeneous medium we reject 
this solution and refer to the solution given by equations
(28) - (33) valid for a medium
where h  -- sV 2* * - U7)
m o m  equation (3h) we see that 
V P  • - o
and this is sufficient for y f  to give the direction of 
transmission of energy.
It is of interest to establish for this solution the 
"ray-paths” which are lines parallel at every point to the
direction of the real part of 9 F (which is here a real vector). 
* See ovgr.
Footnote to Page 10 - 6.
This may he shown hy differentiating equation (38a) partially 
with respect to x when we obtain
Z K z cLzCr -f zCr^CriJs
and we may separate the variables and obtain
/
Ccvm^f -  7\jf
If*
On substituting Jtf into equation 38a we get
K z {  Z O r '+  * C r Z - . ? \ K Zj
So that
£ Cr -tr A C r Z ~  A  K * "
and the variables are again separated and we must have K  = 
constant^which immediately makes G = constant from equation (38a).
1 0 - 7
The differential equation of these paths
is dz _ q and y = const,
dx “ 1 (4o)
We may conveniently take y = o and solve
which, using (28) and (29) becomes
dz _ cot (ax + p) dx ~
the equation (UO)
( 4 0
where a is a prescribed constant determined through the 
relation K = , and p is constant.
To this differential equation we now add the initia 
conditions
x = o when z = o
so that the ray passes through the origin,




so that the angle of incidence on the medium is 0o .
On solving these equations we get
3. = j . j u  _  _ 0
and this solution is shown in graph (1)
10.3* Lamellar Propagation at vertical incidence.
It would appear that equations (Ipl) to (L13) would
give, for the case = o (corresponding to vertical incidence) 
the solution X  = o, y = o
and that we would obtain as solution for V F  
the results q = S& •
l = o
However this is not correct and the case of vertical 





Flay potivi in X I  plan« for K* e~2* 2 .
1 « height a bo ve base of  r e g i o n ,
X sr ho r »zonta I c o o r d i n a t e .
©,= angle of i n c i d e n c e  o n t o  m z d i u m ,
I’ ’ |
H J J
For vertical incidence we are interested in
solutions of the form
v a  - % 4
and we must investigate equations (12) to (16) anew.
They are =: K ( V ( ' O
V F . r ÿ  - o f '3 )
- _ K 1 K ( 1 4 )
^Ao ~~ P F  a v<p U S )
and V *(VFK7<t>) ~ O ( f i )
where E =—o ' •
Using V* F  ~ ^  4










and Equations (16) now imply
( ^ )  -- *
and 0
Because of equation (Li-6) we see that we must have q equal to 
a constant and equation (Ljlf.) shows that such a solution 
requires the medium to he homogeneous.
10.h. Propagation in other Modes,
Having seen that lamellar propagation is inadequate
for the description of propagation in a general stratified
1 0 - 9
medium, we must now discuss the possibility of non-lame liar 
propagation.
In this discussion it will he convenient to take as 
a partial criterion the condition that the propagation vector 
V P  depends only on the z co-ordinate.
We put K7F - 1 i + m j. + q k
where 1, m and q are functions of z only.
Therefore - o —(Pc,
V o - tryp
and >3, , c - >3-
The identity V  ̂  v /« = o immediately gives
1 = constant
m = constant
and q = q(z), a function of z only.
By a suitable choice of axes we may take m to be zero 
and we then write
V P  = 1 i + q. (z) k
In the following discussion it is convenient to write 
\|/ = o. However, we cannot do this and retain the joining 
relation
-  v . tt c A ^ r . T r
as we have seen that this relation with ij/ = o requires that 
the divergence of E be zero.
Since 7% D = o
and D = ft { E
we have ft V. £ f V K . i  - o
i . e . v  * £“ -4 • E :: °
So forV%£ to be zero we would require 
Vfi*vK) . £T <3
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Since we are considering a medium where K is a
function of z this would require E ( and hence E ) to he
polarised so that * k = o
Since this is not generally so we must use, instead
of the joining relation, the equation
V- & + V( /<) , t  -  °
which on putting E = rr e “ctj
with \j/ = o implies the relation
V . J T  + ¿ k  v f . r r j- J L  7 7 1  s  o  (¿7)
where K  '  ■= ¿ K
and we have written rr = ni i_ + rr0jq + rmk
10.5* T.I-I. iiode.
We now consider propagation in the T.H. mode for which 
we have equation (1+7) and equations (3) (6) and (7) of section 
8, writing \j/ = o
vis: - xr.rr * k  v f . rk 't? _ 0 ^ 7 )- K
kTT- VFa (ttkvf) - q  v F *(v*Tr)
+ W v a (Wa v f ) (4 -9 )
V f . (v/\TT) - 0 64.7 ;
and
r r  ■ r r *  ^ o c5-c)
We first take as criterion the condition
rr̂ = a = constant 
when (1+9) and (50) become
i ̂  - o  (S ')
nr ^
and £ IT ,*  + ( S i )
These two equations imply *
125 0 = i r 3
* 9  Wso that the vector rr depends only on x and z. 
1 See
F o o tn o te to  Page 10 -  10,
*
Taking the complex conjugate of equation (52) and 













from which the result follows.
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If we now expand equations (Lj-8) we get
c& J  ' ** ¿A to. 7A *|
where
and
' 0 %7T, Z.
»  ' %
“T- W "f » à //
^ 4
i ^  —  k ]  <t 9  0
U ~ k] T 3 = U X '+ J r  '¡lE '+ £  \Ji - z± ÌTT} 
L c & ^  ¿4 ^  3 b
_ >  ¿*y'- ^  i
>2c^




2 ,2 / T/.q + 1  + £ - K = o
ik
and this equation with appropriate boundary conditions is 
sufficient to determine q and hence the function F.
To find tt̂  and rr̂  it is necessary to solve equations (U7) , 
(52), (53) and (55).
Except in the special case where £ = o, the only solution 
we have been able to find is the simple solution = rr̂  = o
We can verify that there are no other solutions in the 
restricted form of the T.H. mode where we haveV'/v H = o 
Then putting n = VV
and solving (52) we find ,
v  =■
where G- is an arbitrary function of the variable indicated.
We then find = ±  '€u
n7 = - 1 rr3
10 - 12
where the dash here denotes differentiation with respect to 
the variable *r •  ( ̂  ^  *
£ J
If we substitute this solution into equations (53) 
and (55) we find that for them both to be consistent, the 
following relation must hold:-
Cr' = °
which can only be true if dr is constant or £ is zero and 
these are the two exceptions noted earlier.
In these two cases the vector VF is found to give 
the direction of propagation of energy. It is felt that the
failure of V F  to adequately describe the propagation in
\
the general case is because the conditions used above pick 
out y F  both as the normal to a wave front and as the 
direction of energy propagation.
It is well known that at any point in a medium where 
the permittivity is not constant but varies either contin­
uously or discontinuously there will be partial reflection of 
the wave and hence of energy. The use of V F as our wave 
normal implies that V F  deal with the transmitted wave, while 
the use of V F  as giving the direction of propagation of 
energy must deal with both the transmitted and reflected parts.
In the two exceptions noted above there is no 
inconsistency. In the first case with the electric vector 
polarised normal to the plane of incidence, it may be that 
there is little reflection, while in the second case the two 
directions are the same though in opposite senses.
In the case of oblique incidence ( i  yt o ) with the 
electric vector polarised in the plane of incidence, solution
10 - 13
of equation (5 ĵ will give the direction of energy transmission 
for tne transmitted wave, and it seems most likely, where the 
electric vector is not so polarised, that the same equation will 
give in a sense the direction of energy transmission for the 
combined waves. Use of this procedure can however give no 
information shout sue polarisation of the waves.
The difficulty is only apparent in the discussion of 
a simple phase wave. When we are investigating the propagation 
of a wave packet mere is no need to introduce the condition 
so that VF will describe energy transmission. 
Without tnis condition we can- still obtain an equation for q^ 
ana nence the phase function; and the position of the wave 
pacKet is determinable by the principle of stationary phase.
This procedure will be utilised in a later section.
The ability oi tne vector VF to <iescr both a 
wave normal and a direction of energy propagation is the major 
requirement of what is usually called ray theory. The very 
idea ox a ray implies a specific direction of propagation oi 
energy at eaca point in the medium.
The alternative, tne oO called 'wave theory, requires 
no specific direction of propagation of energy, but merely 
accepts the appearance or energy at various points in the medium.
,Ve interpret the failure of the present section to 
describe completely in tne general case, propagation in a 
stratified medium, as an indication of the break down of ray 
tneory in sucn a medium and in later sections we will abandon 
ray theory as sucn.
However, we lirst investigate the problem of vertical
lo - m
incidence when t = 0 , where ray theory is still
To do so, we must solve equations (d7) to ( pb )
of í.
equation v qo. no
a *3* - a
So n * - 0
and hence TTi -- c?
ce com*
Equation (Lf.7) then he comes
dTT,
<£>< = o
introaucin^ tne criterion nw = — r> n t,OLstan
equation i¡ 2) TT,
so that n.] depends only on s.
On expanding equations (do) me get
“ a * } «  *■>
From (55) v/e immediate ly get
< L * + j£ -H ' - <?
<*A
and (5d ; tnen 0 e c 0mes
d^ru + 2 i , , - d TT. = 01 1
as - as
of w hich. une sjSnsra_ 0 0 1 u. 0 v>n is 3, fir
-  d i  rlj 0 d Z1»! = A f £> e
where a and B a re  a r b it r a r y con s ta n ts
( s i )
(Si)
{SCj)
i< ° o )
This represents two waves, one propagated upwards and 
one downwards; for the upward wave we put T = o and obtain the 
solution
=io = A i + c A
Then
c/fo -  - <px¿ +
10 - 15
and
2 ,where a + o
ik
=/T/i i +K a j
We observe that the propagation of this wave is also 
in the T.D. mode.





1 - n3 = 0
I0 = » 2
yU0o Ho r — i ̂  ̂
T 2>0 r K V J
3,* + Lx + *P ~ %
¿A
and we see that this wave is also propagated in the TDrnode.
10,6, T.D. Mode.
An examination of the T.D. mode gives results which are 
the same as the solutions found in the T.H. mode, that is that 
VF can only serve as a wave normal and as a direction 
of transmission of energy in the same two exceptional cases of 
vertical incidence and of the electric vector polarised 
perpendicular to the plane of incidence, and of course the 
solutions obtained are those obtained in the previous section 
with in each case the same equations for VF %
10.7« T.H, and T.D, Modes combined,
It is possible to obtain wave solutions by requiring 
the propagation to be in both the T.D,and T.H. modes together.
To do so we must solve equations {hi) and equations (3) (6) 
and (8) of section (8) omitting the equations (/) and (9) which
we now see are equations of ray theory 
V. 7T + ¿AVF*TT ± -oWe have K v'^  a (TTa V^) -  -TjV *1£) V- V -  ^
v̂ f  . v̂ /\ 7jr — o 





We again take as criterion
• Tig = a a (constant)
and taking VP = i, i + q ( z ) k
equations 049) and (51) imply
jin + q 11m = 01 ~ 3
with u 2 = <) 1 i ̂ — 0
Ty™ ~3~y
Equations (07) and (6-3) then may be
à + à + K. O
written
o
à x è Z
c k/ c k. y* ** % ­
, .L T̂T, L^-TT)
*  * * T p . - 4 a -- -
{ < ? + l x + £ - K } c( = o
and (/'-/<) 7 7 5 =■ ^<çrr» dût ./ -£ ¿7?7 _ ¿773
*̂jy iîOC
. JL £ * i  JL ^ x77a
From (6 5 ) we obtain
^ 7̂c>









and this equation with appropriate boundary conditions is 
sufficient to determine q and hence the function F .
The substitution of (62) and ( o f )  into ( o h )  and (66) gives
(68)
(69)
èî2  - ̂ 3  + . ¿ k ^ jT î - i i L ï - %  _ _
and 4 ch^TT, _ Zuk€èjra -
which must he solved with equation (0.3 ) to ;Jive the values of 
rr̂  and rr̂  and hence to obtain information about the polarisation 
To obtain solutions of these equations as they stand would 
be well nigh impossible and it is necessary to make a chance
of variables.
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We do this "by setting
n x = U 1 e -±H ix+ j qdz)
and n, = e - ik(ix+i Qdzi
J J
and solving the resulting equations for and U^, .
It should he noted that this is in effect an. abandonment 
of the phase function, because if we make a similar substitute
ion for and put
rr0 = e
c .  c .
-1K( £x+ J qazj
the electric vector E can be expressed as
, / TT . , ,, . . -T , \ -ikct¿j =  ̂U + U 2>-d_ + d ; e
Kowever , on ma 1cing the substitution we f ind that the 
equations (o3 ) , (0 8 ; and (6 9 ) become
4* -f K'Uz o
^  ^  TT
Vj/f - - K(A
= KLf3
be ^  x




where we have used equation (6 2 ) in the form
/
jtlh + q Uo -  o . (7 3)
Solutions to these equations could be found, probably by 
numerical methods, for a given form of function if, the solutions 
then giving the polarisation of the electric vector according
to the methods outlined in section 3 .
1G.8 . The Equation for q .
To proceed further with th^ssolution we must investigate
the equation for qj
9QL + t ‘ + Q
ik
/ r' —, \W 7 1
which is to lc determine« q in the region of relative 
permittivity K • To this equation it is convenient to add 
what is in the nature of a boundary condition.
We consider a stratified medium 
(i) With relative permittivity K(z) bounded at the plane 
z = o, below which (i.e. forj<o) we have free space (where 
K = l) where as we saw in section 9 we may take q to be constant, 
(ii) with K = 1 when z = o; so that there is no discontinuity 
at the boundary.
With these assumptions we may add to equation (6 7) the 
following boundary conditions .
K = 1 when z = o 
and q = n when z = o
where 1 + n = 1
We shall at first discuss the case of a linear variation 
in K. In an ionised gas this is equivalent to assuming a 
linear ionisation gradient, and we write
K = 1 - Cz/k2
where C is a constant determining the ionisation gradient.
Later we will show how to solve the equation for other 
forms of function K.
Equation (6 7) now becomes
2 2 q + 1 dq = n - Cz_
ik dz k^
where r? = 1 - £2
Discussion of the equation is simplified by introducing 
a new variable in place of z.
10 -  18
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o #We write x = Cz/k^ where, for the moment, x is not the 
Cartesian co-ordinate hut is really equivalent to the convenient 
dimensionless quantity introduced hy Appleton Clk} .
The equation for q then hecomes
2q. + 1_ia
* 2 dq = n - x
dx
( 74)
where a — K / O
and the boundary condit ions are
K = 1 when x = o 
q = n when x - o
and 2Xr + n = 1
We have investigated three distinct methods of solving
equation (7k), all three of which are of use. These methods 
were:- .
(1) hy direct numerical integration,
(2 ) hy the use of approximate solutions,
and (3) an exact solution in terms of Bessel functions.
We will consider each of these in turn.
10.9. Solution hy Direct Numerical Integration.
This procedure is too lengthy to supply values for q 
throughout the complete ranges of values of x which are 
significant. This range of values was lound to he from x — o 
to a value somewhat greater than x = n » it is useful, hov/ever, 
for finding values of q in a small range of values ox x where 
a starting point for numerical work has been supplied hy one 
of the other solutions.
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10»10« Approximate Solutions.
As a first approximation we might choose to ignore
da assuming it is small enough to be neglected.» This is dx .
essentially a return to the solution for lamellar propogation. 
The solution obtained which is
p  - y h j  - x .
is only useful when x is very nearly zero and we do not use it 
at all.
It is better to use the' well known connections between 
a non-linear Riccati equation and the equivalent second order 
1inear equat i on.




2 2 2 . d u + a (n - X i u = 0
dx^
(is)
and for equation (75) we may use the W-K-B approximation first 
used by Jeffreys vfoj *
For the equation
,2 -j, r2d u + N u = o (7t)
dx2
where N = N when x = o, the approximation for the upgoing 
wave is ,4 : f^rv/s) *is
* • • ( & )  *  *
For equation (75) this becomes . 3/i /
y  ¿iotnYs - <l« x j  / J
U,  ̂ *--  ,/u  * €
( n 4, -  x ;
and hence we get the vv-K-B approximation for q as
/ 2 \ 1/2  q = (n - x) + 1 x
(7 7)
a*)
1 0 - 2 1
It is well known that the W-K-B approximation is not
valid near a turning point where in (7 6) we have N = 7e see
2 _
then that the solution given in (7 8) is not valid when .n - 
is approximately zero. On comparing the solution (7 
explicit solution detailed later, we find in fact that the 
solution (7 8 ) is valid for values up to x = n - .o2 with an 
error of less than 0.1$. Beyond that range the solution (7$) 
hecomes widely divergent from the exact solution.
Up to this point however, the solution (7 8) can he
used, and we find that the function k hecomes
-  lx .  +  1 4 3  -* -V & A ) -  i f  /n.1- k h  t  A . )
S c  3 C \
and we observe that
ikF iklx TT e = e Ig
where U/ is the W-K-B approximation for U, given in (77)» 
10.11. The Exact Solution.
The equation for U given in (75) can he solved exactl) 
If we put u, =r ^
and ^  «=
equation (7 5 ) hecomes
+  / y -
which is Bessel*s equation of order 1/3,
The exact solution of (7 5} >is then given hy
k , = ( n ^ - j c ) * h /? ?,£ (% )•
'where 1/ and J-L are trie Bessel functions of the first kind of o 3
order +"^and - 3-, end A and 13 are arbitrary complex constants.
1
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The solution of equation (7U) is then given as
• i -+<3 = c(-n, -x,) *—  ---  ■ ■■—
J,/j Cy) -
where A is a complex constant which must be evaluated "by the
"boundary condition q = n when x = o.
When a is large and n is not really small,, we may use 
the asymptotic expansions to evaluate the Bessel functions 
at x = o
i.e. we write J , ( z « n h )  J ^ ( y 0)
2 >±J r r  )
and we then find quite readily
. u ri Aa = e 2
— -f ̂  -f T Z
7J
For the ionosphere at radio frequencies a typical 
value for a would he 10'4 (say).
With a = 10^ and n = 1 the value of A calculated from tables 
of Bessel Functions Chi) is found to he
A = -fO. 50000 (3) +0.806 03(h) i compared with
T r i /A  -e ' D - +O.500OOO + O.obou25 i
Even with a value for a which is too small for radio 
frequencies say (V. = 37*5 and n = 1 we find that 
A = +O.U95 + 0.367 i
so that the agreement is quite fair even well down the range 
of values of a. With increasing values of a the agreement of
course is much better.
• - Tri AUsing the value e 7 F for A we find, on separating
real and imaginary parts, that 




Im( q) =(n£ -x)
-J J-:+J- , 2 f(8l)i ~i ** 3 i
where q = 'Re(q) + i Irn(q)
which expressions can he used to find the value of q for values
2of x from o to n .
lor values of x greater than ~a~ where the argument y of the 
Bessel functions "becomes complex, these expressions for q 
cannot he used to determine q. i’o determine q for x greater
Q 9
than nf~ there are several alternatives. '/e may re-arrange the 
solution (7f) in such a way as to allow of complex values of 
y. One way is to express the solution of equation (75) in 
terms of Hankel functions, which have been tabulated (g) for
complex values of y.
Alternatively we may use the method suggested in section
10,9 and find q in this range by direct numerical integration
starting from the value obtained for q at the point where 
ox = n by use of the solution (79)*
However we have found it convenient to obtain a solution 
of equation (75) in terms of modified Bessel functions.
If we put
u == (x 9 "i.- n ) v
and t == 2a_ 2(x - n )
3
we find that equation (75) becomes
t2 + t av - (t^ + i)v = o
,.2 at  ̂ -
which is the modified Bessel equation of order l/g. 
The exact solution of equation (75) then becomes
r  ‘A ru = (x-n2\ (t) + I - ( t ) J  B
arbitrary complex constants and wherewhere a and B ore
I> and I-; are the modified Bessel functions,3 3■ , , 2The solution of equation (?h) for x > n then is
q = -i(x-n A l- 0 • a 3
( X \ , T / X  ̂ d ̂Ü; -r / \, b;
J (t) + X-; (t)
(32
where the complex constant A has to he evaluated from the 
"boundary condition given "by the calculated value of q at x = n^ 
The two solutions given by equations (79) and (32) must 
"be equivalent at the common point x - n2 , An examination of
these two solutions 
constant A must have 
with the exact value
shows that for ea 
the same value, 
being determined
ch solution the complex
viz ( app rox.
by the boundary condition
q = n when pc = o
2It is possible to find for the region x > n  expressions
for Ae(d) an a I m ( q ) a n a 1 a g
(80 ; and \ o 1 ) » a h e s e e x p r e i
as the ones iven in (do) ai
2e (q) 1 s given now as refe:
s tage, T -, . in/Aaxing a = e / 3 we
2e (oj = q
made to it at a later
l
(th 'J (t)l v O 0
U TO (x-n2)/l^ ( t ) - I ( t j |/ I “I /
The solution described by equations (79) to (83) all
refer to the upward wave for which the boundary condition is 
q = n when z = 0. The solutions for the downward wave (where 
q = -n when z = o) are obtainable by the same procedures 
and we obtain a simple connection between the solutions, viz:™
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q (downwards) wards :J*
the asterisk denoting the complex conjugate. In other words
the imaginary parts of q are the same for hoth waves, and the 
real parts differ only in sign,
10.12. The Path of a lave Packet.
Having obtained the solution for q in terms of x and 
hence in terms of the co-ordinate z , we now seek to determine 
the path of a wave packet incident onto the medium.




dz c t i
the integral of the imaginary part of q havin;-- been absorbed
into the appropriate amplitude vector (£ say).
The principle of stationary phase then gives the conditions 
to be satisfied by the co-ordinates (X, o, Z) of a point 
lying on the path of the wave packet, viz:­
—  = o
it
an d Vs = o
d k
These equations -may he written in the form
which gives the path of the wave packet
and az - ct
\
J
o 'A ’ ) 1
which supplies an expression for the 1 engtii oi cue eouivalent




Pexamining equation (60) and (33)
aquation (80) is
lations (8h) and. (b[j) we need i
 A c n d b
TL
( 6 a ) » These may
Una(Hf-x) fT 3
J l (y) + J- i )
(y)j(y) + J-
where r>  /  a \ y /y = 2a (n -x) '2
This may he written
a (y) (8 6)
•where ^ is a function of y only.
It must he remembered that equation (80) is not quite 
correct, having been obtained on the assumption that the 
complex constant A in the Bessel function solution can he 
taken to have the simple value e , go he quite correct
the lunction in equation (3b) wouId. have to he a function
not only of y out aIso o i!A which in turn depends on £ and
k , However on page o 9 £_ a of t his s e c t i o n we saw that A is to all
intents and purposes a constant and we take it to he so, 
From equation (86) we readily find
i Q = • Vs , 2~ a (n -x o d 4>




il 1- 2((cf (n2 - '4-x) d.
u d y
and JL
b k (kQ) (n2- x )'4 §£' dy
from which we obtain the relations
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\  .7V ■<* •-- ) -r-£-—  = ¿1 lA
i t } z




f Q — %
V -  /  J
(33)
3 . - ' : .  Xwhich are valid in the region where equation ;Ov; can ce usea 
1 •e• where DP < lv . treatment of equation (oj) however for 
the region x > n“ shows that equations (¿7) and (33) are 
valid in this region as well.
Using these results we see that equations (3Ll) and (35) 
for the wave racket he come
ana
i
X + j ¿£ k“ J h, as = o
rZ
t'C a 1 - ¿n k dc,, d:
Jo J ^
i.e. X T  X  ^  - I  /  ; .  |  — (39)
and fa - 2n~k  ̂|w(Z)-)rJ = et- (90)
where we have used the ‘boundary condition
Q = n when Z = o.
Substitution of equation (39) into (SC; yields a simpler 
result for the cqm&tient path, viz:-
ct - UZ)j (51)
In that part of the medium where t>-.° w-w -- approximation
1C 23
is valid 1 ,0. o £  x Xm 
take the form
n • Oil (say)ecus tion 2  f  “7.no. -1









and ct = 210 (n -lr,2 ) -7 /-V 2j \
( v ,_2 J X
However near and above the region of the turning poin4- . -ip.
o
x = n we must use the Bessel function solutions for A •
^ouations (39) to (91) refer to the upward wave onl
t he y are e a s i ly modified for the downward wave and we ob t
X = ¿Ik in + \A/
"H n f 5 UU o
il n
: t — 2 k f C7' W  W )






u p w a r cl 7/ a v e an a e e u u j, a ± v e 
point where  ̂= 0.
The solutions detailed in 
useful ior numerical calculation with the aid of the comorehensive 
tables of ordinary and modified Bessel functions o: fractional 
order now available 0 ] ) »
Using the methods outlined above we have calculated for 
two representative values of £, numerical solutions ror c and
These are tabulated belowfor the path of the wave packet. n
and are represented graphically in figs (2
?,cases we have taken a arbitrarily as 10“.
ell
of Re(q) <mdVariation 
j-Im(q) with kZ/«
tor u p wa r d  wave
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TABLE 2. ANGLE OP INCIDENCE = ÔO DEGREES, a = 10^
dKl1! 3-^=Re(q) a -Im(q)
*
kcT/a kX/a
o.ooco Û.500G 0 . 0 • 000 0 ü O' ü 0 0*0000 0,0000
0.0 500 0 . -1:172 0 0,00012 50 c . 1050 C.0916
otlüuü 0.3373 Ü 0 .GOÖI067 0.2254 O.I952
o . 1500 0.3162 0 - 0.0002500 0 .36 73 0 . 3103
0.2000 0.223b 0 Û.Ü0C50GÜ 0.552*3 0 .178 7
0.2259 0.1554 0.0011 0.00104-5 0 ,0692 0.5795
0.25-55 Q .06766 0.0114 0.005206 0.3633 0 .74 35
0.2494 0.03531 o ,3003 0.01383 0.9294 0.8049
G.250G c .02931 1.G0C0 0.01692 0 . 9414 0.6153
Ü .2506 0.02332 1 0.02034 0.9534 0.82 56'
0 .2 513 0.01715 a O.O26O9 0.9657 0.8363
0.2523 o .005996 1? 0.05193 0.9380 0.8556
0.2545 0.001110 n 0.03937 0.9973 0.8631
0.2561 G.0001232 Î! 0.07335 0.9993 0 . 8h38
G .2 571 0.ÛG002715 Î? 0.08029 1.0000 0 . -B'obO
C .2533 0.00000400 ÏÏ 0.GÔ749 1.0000 o . 8660 -
0.2600 0 *00000015 ÏI 0.09749 1.0000 0 . 806O
Ö * 2 0 52 0•00000000 ?» 0 . 12 lo 1•OOGu G . 866O
Kotes on the tables:-
X and Z are the Cartesian co-ordinates or a point on the
path of the. wave packet;
x i s thei time for the wave packet to travel from the base
of the layer to the point X.Z;
for Re(qJ and -Im(q), only four significant figures are 
tabulated cut with a maximum of eight decimal places* and
the third column in each table gives the relative error 
in using the W—K-B approximation for q.
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A n  examination of these diagrams shows that the 
"behaviour of the wave packet is very interesting. We see that 
up to the height given "by x = n~ the wave packet is "bent 
nearer ana nearer to the horizontal as it rises which is 
roughly in conformity with the classical theory of an 
ionised medium. However we see that the path of the wave 
packet does not "become horizontal and then turn downwards.
Instead the path of the wave packet turns upwards after
2x = n and eventually "becomes vertical for Z = qo , At no
#
stage is the path horizontal. For the oath to he horizontal
we would require  ̂<0 —
è Z
oo which is cooker’s condition
ior reflection, and we see that this condition can never he 
satisfied.
It would seem that the mechanism of reflection can 
only he described by the matching of the solutions for the 
upwards and downwards waves, and this matching takes place 
theoretically when Z is infinite. The tables show however 
that tnese two solutions are effectively the same for values 
of x greater than n^ + .0 1 and it would seem that all of the 
medium above this point is involved in the reflection.
10.13» Solutions when A is non-linear.
lie must now show how to find solutions of
q n
q~ + L + 1_ dq = K (z) 
ik dz
when we no longer have a simple linear form for K.
No matter what form K takes, we still have three 
metnods of solution:-
;i; ^he metnoa or direct numerical integration. This is
(67)
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still too inconvenient to use for the whole solution 'but 
may he of use to extend the solution from values found by 
other means.
(ii) The method, of approximate solutions.
Use of the substitution
q = du /.
dz 7 1 u




and we can use the -f approximation to find a solution for 
q wiiicii will oe valici in that wart or the range where if is 
not zero.
Uii) Solution in terms or tessei functions, although we 
cannot in general find an exact solution of equation (9k) in 
the neighbourhood of a turning point where K = o, we can use 
a method developed by Langer to obtain in terms of
Bessel functions asymptotic solutions of equation (9k) valid
in the neighbourhood of the r7 O UO r\ q z_i ah j_ O ho of K. from these soluti ons
we can solve equation (&7) an d use the principle of stationary
phase to describe the pro pagat ion of a wave packet in the
medium. .
10, iLf-.  Co n c 1 us ions for a 31 rat if ied I sot r opic medium.
ve have seen that lamellar theory, which includes
the commonly used theory 
vectors, is inapplicable 
generalised ray theory re
requiring both .1 and Ii to be constant—o ~-o
to a stratiriea mediam, jany more 
pairing the gradient of the propagation
10
function F to specify the direction of eue 
has also teen found inapplicable in such a 
found that any adequate description of the 
restrict VP to the role of a simple wave 
restriction coupled with the criteria of c 
T.D. modes is quite adequate.
rgy transmission 
medium. 'Ve nave 
propagati on must 
normal and this
ombined rp± 9 ma
We note, however, that equations (89) - (53) , describing
the path and speed of the wave packet are exactly the results 
which are obtained if we ’write
^  ■yC'-
as is obtained by the incorrect application of the theory 
of lamellar oronegation, An examination of the tables shows
that the actual departure of he (ai­ from the value given in
equation (9d) is n e g 1 ig ib 1 e in tile region below x = n~ - . o2
and it is for this reason that the actually incorrec t
technique of lamellar propagati on dces give correct values
for the horizontal range and the path of the wave packet up 
to the region of reflection. In this region, however, the 
exact solution in terms of Bessel functions must be used,
Section 11. PROPAGATION It ml AlmSGTnUx-iC ...¿DlUi,.,
11.1.
nation inWe have now to deal with the problem of prop 
an anisotropic medium. We shall restrict the discussion to a 
magneto-ionic medium consisting of an ionised gas in the 
presence of an applied magnetic field. We examine two cases 
only:-
(i) a homogeneous me d i urn wh e re t n e ionisation density
is constant, a n  cl
(ii) ft D t ]?G , b 1 1  1  i u. medium where trie density of ionisation i
a function of th e z c o - o r d i n a t e*
1 1 .2 . hhe Constitut ive equation for a magneto-ionic medium.
In an ionised medium affected by an electromagnetic 
field, the electric polarisation vector p , defined by the 
relation
£ = £ " V -  ’
is governed by the equation
^ Jr = r e £ ,
I Twhere £ is the electron velocity due to the imposed field 
e is the charge on the electron 
and N is the number of electrons per cubic metre,
-r- noX x the time variation is simple harmonic we may replace
the symbol àn by - ike where k is the propagation number and
we obtain
ike P = dec
If the r'6 e x ists an applied magr etostatic field
the force on the electron w i n
(n + £ A h0 h
'■ 1 1 - 2
(l^Owhere, following Darwin^ we have omitted the Lorentz 
polarisation term. If we neglect the magnetic field of the 
wave, the partial pressure of the electrons and the (j,.^ ) % 
term in the acceleratioithe motion of the electron of mass m 
is then determined by the equation
1,1 is? ) = e ( S + a^Sa!
where ff is the collision frequency of the electrons.
Therefore we have the equations
- mk2c^ P - i 9 mkc P = eE - ikuc P A H■a
Ne Ne N
i#e mk^c2 (1 + iff )P = - eE + (imk^c^p) A (eg H )•
Ne
2 2.
kc Ne ) mkc
o —a<j




s = 1 +
kc
y = /j/ >, 0
mkc
and obtain the equation
s p  + i ( 0 S =
which may be described as the constitutive equation for a 
magneto-ionic medium and expresses E as a function of P.
It is at times convenient to have an equation giving P 
in terms of E. Taking equation (1) and forming dot and cross 
products with y we obtain
11 -3
S £ . P  + x { 0 2 * I = 0  
and s £*P + x { 0 ( Z * E )  = 1  Za(IaI)
= i (z-y) P - i(£.P) £ .
If we eliminate E.r\Z and P between these equations and 
equation (I) we obtain
(s2 - y2) P + s x ^  - i x ^ ^ E  = x-fQ (y.E) y
s
where y2 = ¿r.£.
Then _p = 4 x f(y.E)y - s 2 e  + is£,E . \ (2)
( 2. 2\  L Js(s -y )
Using equation (2) the displacement vectorD is then given in 
terms of S by the equation
f r )  r \  ^(Z • £)</ >„+£ (s “ sx-y ) E+i s I
" X J (3)
These equations show that the presence of the applied magneto­
static field H& renders the medium anisotropic.
11.3. Lamellar Propagation.
It is convenient first to consider lamellar propagation 
for which the Maxwellian set includes equation (18) of 
section 5*5* viz:-
d / { 0) eQ = v p  a d 0 A v p )
which we write in the form
(l/f0) D0 = (VP)2 - ( V  P. Eq )VP
The polarisation P is then given by the equation
11 - Li
PO 0 {^  ' ' - } 1  - 1 ) ( V i ' . ± 0 ) V F  (U)
wnere P e—o
ik(F-ct)
equation (21) of section 5.5* is
Vii 'D — o ™o
~~o ^o ~o + -oana since 
we have
.ugnation (lg) may then be written
b V F - ¿o + V t f -£ 0 = o
|T
f c 1! ( w o 2 - 1} tQ I0 + (VP. PQ)VP
and so b  b ii "Tt
T o i (VP. P0) Vij {( V P ) 2 -
i. e. t Ev o —o IS ns IT) o ; (v p . p 0) v i • )
where V e ( v a 2 - 1
i
(5)
jliniina ting u and "bet ween equations ( 1) and (3) we get
(s + e x) p o - ex (v p . p o )v p 1 £ 0 A y (6)
from which we can eliminate P .' —o
We form dot and cross products of equation (6) wi tn aL an d
obtain
(s + e X). P -  £x (Vi’.P J  (Vi’.y) = o
and
■o “ w ' —o
(s+gx) p A y -- £x(Vb'.Pn)VVA;
(7)
r¿L i(£0-z)y"iy% (8)
On forming the dot product with VP of equations (8) and (6) 
we g e t
( s + £ x )  (vi-’ . P 0* y ) = i ( F  . £ ) ( * ? . £ ) - i y 2 ( V P .p >
an d (s+ex) (v p .p q) - e*(Vp.Fo) (v p \
~01
i (V F . p Ay
.eliminating the triple product between these last two
1 1 - 5
equations we get
£(s+ex)-(e+ l)xj (v P.Pq ) = (s+cx)"1|y2 (vP.P0)-(^P.z)(P-0»i)J 
since g ( V' p)2 = g + 1.
Eliminating PQ.̂ ; "between this equation and equation (?) gives
£ (s-x) (s+ex)2~y2 (s+Cx^ +ex(v?.z) j (^P.P0) = 0
i.e. (s-x) (s+ex)2-y2(s+ex) +ex(vp#̂ ;)2 = o  ̂ (9)
This equation fort^F is quite independent of any choice of 
co-ordinate axes.
If we write 9,F = £ i  + m l + ]̂ ^  then equation (9) may he 
written in the form (
a + 0 q3 + ra 2 + à q + 4 = o, (10)
where a = s(s2-y2) - (s-y^5) x ,
0 = 2 (fy1 + my2) y3 x ,
r =  -2sj(n2s - x) (s-x)-n2y2j + x ̂  (ly1+my2)2-n2y32_ 
ô = -2n2 (fy1 + my2)y3 x ,
f = (n2s-x) i(n2s-x)(s-x)-n2y2j -n2 (ly1+my2 ) 2 x , 
and we have written
1 = yx i + y2 2 + y3 -
2 n £2 2and n = 1 - £ - m .
Equation (10) is identical with the quartic equation derived
hy Booker^^ from the assumption that ooth and Hq are
constant vectors. It he seen that the more general criteria
of lamellar propagation yield the more general result (9)*
5,3a. Propagation in a Homogeneous ivledium.
We consider the solution given hy taking hoth 1 and m constant.
Since x is constant in a homogeneous medium, equation (10) admits
of four constant solutions for q. Then depending on the constant
values of x,^ and S, none, two, or four of these will he imaginary/
corresponding
respectively to total reflection from the medium, to the 
propagation of one upward and one downward wave, or to the 
propagation of two upward and two downward waves.
The direction of propagation of any of these waves may 
be determined hy applying the principle of stationary phase.
The other characteristics of the waves can he found hy solving 
equations (l) and (5) say for the components of 
¿■I»-1!« rropagation in a stratified medium,
We saw in section 10 that a theory of lamellar 
propagation is unahle to describe adequately propagation in 
a stratified medium even when that medium is isotropic, although 
the results obtained by the use of lamellar propagation would 
not be widely divergent from the results found by the more 
accurate non-lame liar modes, except in the region, of reflection.
It seems probable that any application of the quartic equation
/ \ * (10) to a stratified magneto-ionic medium must also be invalid.
In the remainder of this section we will attempt to indicate 
a more satisfactory procedure for a stratified medium.
For such a medium we must seek solutions of the con­
stitutive equation (l) and the Maxwellian equations I, If IH, 
and IV of section Lf-.l.
We have found it convenient to rewrite the Maxwellian 
set in a different form using three operators, L, M and Q, 
where
L = £ + 1_ jL_ik 5 x
M = rn + 1__ ^
■ ik d y
1 1 - 6
^ See °*er*
11-6a
Footnote to page 11-6*
hr ■
I’t i is  can be shown e x p l i c i t l y  fo r  the s p e c if ic  case of v e r t i c a l  
in c id en ce  fo r “which we have V ? ~ q (z )  k*
fhe l ia x w e llia n  s e t  fo r la m e lla r  p ro p agation  in c lu d e s  the eq uatio n s
V a HQy 0, ( l a )
and
According
▼ F «So * °»
V-So * 0,
0 £0» H„ A VP .




Po* A.°~ $ - ^(x,y)
and = 0 . ( 5a)
liq u a tio n  (4a) may then be w r it t e n
t  £o = Ì  “ <14  I  (6a )
where <4 = ¥ / w  e tc*
By use of the procedure used in  S ec tio n  11*2, we may w r ite  the 
c o n s t i tu t iv e  eq uatio n  fo r the m agneto -ion ic medium in  the form
where
and
i ,  * . S  i -  1 ,2 ,3 .3-i i  •
E0 *  e i Ì + S 2 j + E j k
2o »  Di Ì  + £.2 1 *  °3 R •
(7a)
How if we choose the coord inate axes so a s  to make y9= 0 then the nine 
quantities X . .  in  eq uatio n  (7a) in c lu d e
%u *  [ ( s - x ) 2- y 2 j  - 1  £ s 2_3X. y2_ (y ^2Je;|y'(J<l3<jJ
X/2. * {( s - x ) 2- y 2 } _1 ( k a - l  '  - k i r
and { ( s - x ) 2-y "  j  1 jU X sx -y 2 ]
Yfhere in  these e q u a tio n s , x i s  not the coo rd in ate  but the q u a n t ity
11« 6b
d efin ed  in  S ec tio n  1 1 *2 #
Using eq u a tio n s  ( 6a) and (7a) we g e t
S 1 ~ q *>/ ^y ~
E2 ̂  * \ ¿ y -  q X ,Jx
E3 = 1 % / y - q
Sinoo the c r i t e r i a  fo r la m e lla r  p ro p o r t io n  in c lu d e  the eouationV *
(9 a)
we re q u ire *1 ->y JPr
which may be w r it t e n  u s in g  equatio n s ( 9a)
^  ^  + X„ ̂  =0
How b y  ( 8a )  + X 2 , _ 0
and by (5 a ) 0gc + ¡¿Çy -  0
30 A *  = ¿yy = 0,
which eq u a tio n s  have the so lu t io n  $  ~ am y  -f-bx 4- cv  4 d 
where a #b ,c  and d a re  a r b i t r a r y  co n s tan ts .
For S 0 to  be zero  we re q u ire  a lso
> 3  = te aad 
à z >y J  Z »  X
U sing eq uatio n s (9a) and the so lu t io n  found fo r ff, these co n d itio n s are
and
(a x + c ) (q X Zf )*  -  (ay*b) (q X^) r = -aQ X^2 |
I (iC a)
(***o)(qXw )f - (ay>b)(qXjt * m % ß/ J
where the dashes denote d e r iv a t iv e s  w ith  re sp e c t  to z .
On d i f f e r e n t i a t in g  eq u a tio n s  (10a) w ith  re sp ec t to x we get 
a(q3^)' = 0 * a(qX>( )« ,
and d i f f e r e n t i a t in g  eq u a tio n s  ( 10a) w ith  re sp e c t  to y we g e t
S  0  “1a(qXtt) a(q\ ) f *
These le a d  us to the co n d it io n  a s  0 and we then  in t e g r a t e  (16a) to  g e t
î td
1166c
cq̂ j, -bq'fciî s a(
cqX„ s p
where ci and^£ ar© a r b i t r a r y  co n s ta n ts  of in te g ra t io n #
For e q u a t io n 5 ( l la )  to  be c o n s is te n t  we would r e q u ir e
] ( 1 1 a )
c X 2| —
^ X  tt —  bXs,z
to  be co n s ta n t
However r e fe re n c e  to  eq u a tio n s  ( 8a) shows us t h a t  t h i s  cannot be so 
u n le s s  Tx  fi t h e  q u a n t i t y  of S e c t io n  11*2) i s  a  c o n s ta n t , and t h i s  would 
R equ ire  th e  medium to  be homogeneous* ( E n d  o i -  F o o t n o t e ' ) )
1 1 - 7
and Q = q + 1
ik * z
In these operators X, y and z are the usual CO'-ordinate
v a. r i ah 1 e s an d we hav e7 as hefore , written
V 5’ : t i +■ m j  + q k ■.
An important feature of these op erat ors is that they are
commutative.
For example*-- if d is any sealar ffinetion
then l q t = (t + x ^(q +■ 1 V j cpV ik & x) ( ik ^ 2j
- (t(
-i * >+ 1 — j
ik  ̂x) V
+ 1 ) 
ik dr z)
— t'l<)!> + £ ¿<i> + £ + $  ̂q
o «
- 1,ix i Z ik & X ik x x   ̂x> z
Since V A V' F = 0 ,
= ¿f.
¿ X *kj
and I. m 4> — ixjb + t If + ii » £ - l. *
i k  d a i k  b x i k h z k^ b .
_ (q + n  )< u + 1 )
( i k  Vz ; ( i k b x)
H L 4  •
If we put -0 = ^1 i  "i” .i—i ̂ qj + E V"7 1­0 — ■>
to = H i i  + H2 j_ + H3 - ?
and S o - U1 i + f  i + L j k ?
then the Maxwellian equations may he written
,C H1 " M E - 3 vc x2
J
ll c r 0
u
a. i. — X Jix - L xj )
1
(s 11)
Mo c H3 = f .-j, IA .̂1
<J
11 8
o U-j = ù H ; - M H3 A)
J
C Jj,-, cl = L H -, " ^ nl )\J






Because of the commutativity of the operators, we see that 
equations (13) and (lk) are automatics
V . + M H0 + 2 H7i. c .
h + M Imy + 0
. 11 y s&tisiied. by
equations (11) and (12
where
Combining equations (11) and (12) we get
u p  ’ '
i / i
l/x,
, ,  2  , _  ,
^1 “ ( W H" ■U N) E1 - L 1■ : CL g L E, 5 )\JHcm;W - I i'll ^1 + (g2 + T   ̂) c,- L ' ^2 — h Q E3 ))




i + 1 b - b nlu*i + 1ik à jr ) ( ik à y '
i, -, + 1  ̂m u -, + cL til> :1 - ]1 —i k a y i Ik by k2
2 1 àm + 2m * — 10 à. -h • r~ik y i K b y k^ ly2
và y ^
2with a similar meaning for the operators L and .
From equation (l) or equation (3) we obtain another
relation between D and a viz:-—o —o
i/4 7 v 0 D1 “ A11 ^1 + h12 ^2 + J"13 23 j
i/47 v o D0 l\.r- n kJ —i¿1 ± JL + A r ,  r“\ E0i. + Kr- -, a o "3 )\i
)i/47 v o D3 = g + K32 n ̂ + K33 ^3
(16)
1 1 - 9
ij
Hi
lvll ^1 + CMi—1
. A r-H ^2
K21 + &22 js2
h i "1 + k32 ^2
+
'¿-J
depend on x, s and y■ and can
#
and (16) we obtain
-3 = (M2 +
o - T ̂ y -LJq M « - C 1, li J - J Q  J, ü3 ) \.;
p  = - L M ig+ h  + I”) " hgi
; ; 
-J  "7 \ 0 ;
(17
11rm;'r1 - + (T 2 2 \ - li "K. . i i l l  - 7  0
)
5
from which we must find l and1 ’ 2’ -'3
It seems highly unlikely that a general solution of 
equation (1 7 ) can he obtained and we will only consider two 
simple cases. In each case .ve can obtain explicit equations 
f or V f  a n d it is felt that t h e s e e qu a tions a r e e x si nip 1 e s o f t h e 
type of equation which must he solved in any more difficult 
cases•
he first consider the case where the applied magnetic
field H has no horizontal components, so that -a
oiiCM1!i—1
an d uNO
I r o rn equation (3) we
K11 = K22 =
E33 =
K21 = -R12=
and K13 = K31 = '








;o that V F - q ( z ) k
11 - 10
i o r  t h e  io n o s p h e r e  t h i s  c o r r e s p o n d s  to  th e  p ro b le m  
o i  v e r t i c a l  p r o p a g a t io n  a t  th e  p o l e s .
a q u a t io n s  ( 1 7 ) may now h e  w r i t t e n
K1/h Di ui i e 1 2
/  - , 2 2 T ( iVi Jr 0 ) E 1 L '2 '3
~ h f l  + K11K2 — IdviUi-̂ + (0 +b ) 2  - i-aji
1/t 0lj3 - iv33^3 1 '2 + (V+M 2) p
(18)
v'e now u s e  a s  a  p a r t i a l  c r i t e r i o n  th e  c o n d i t io n s  t h a t  
p r o p a g a t io n  h e  in  b o th  th e  T.H and  T.D m odes
S in c e  i  -  m = 0 and  q ^  0 t h i s  g i v e s
H-, = 0D
an d D-, = 01
a q u a t io n s (1 9 )  and ( l l )  im p ly
T ' t -L.-jro, — J.V ¿L '.IL -j = 0-L
so X-- l—l,-"; — iV 
C-
0
,.. .H !-L-' 1 X
an d I 2 S = I a
w h i l e  e q u a t io n s (1 6 )  and (2 0 )  im p ly
E-* = 0 
0
U s in g  th e l a s t  t h r e e r e l a t i o n s  we
o f  e q u a t io n s  ( 1 7 ) may h e w r i t  te n
, ,2 , t
Ki h i  " K H] ~ A21 2 ^ ^1
h i m  + K1 Ù 2  “
- a ,U h,^ —■ O ¿2
(19)
( 2 0 )
(21)
(2 2)
rom e q u a t io n  (2 2 )  we h a v e
2 .
■-11 1 ( o .
h iKo, ( ivl l p 2
(2 3)
w h ich  on s u b s t i t u t i o n  in t o  e q u a t io n  ( 2 1 )  q i v e s
11 - 11
'll( O - K i;l) _1__(W
iv21
/e now introduce the final criterion
1"2 (24)
= a = constant
.nd obtain the equation
nci
1 ~ 1 (0 ^  + i do  - E H  jO,
)
J.
K 2 1  (; ik dZ
2 i—iH




oiz 11 ' 21
(25)
= o (2 6)
1
Equation (25) enables us to determine 2^ when q is 
known and equation (2b) must be solved to obtain q. On 
-expanding equation (26) we find that it is a third order 
differential equation of fourth degree in q. It will 
therefore have four solutions which we may interpret as 
indicating the propagation of two upward and two downward 
wave s.
If the medium is homogeneous so that all the K. .ij
are constants we may take q as a constant and then equation
(2o) becomes sirnp1y
(q - 1 + x ) (q - I + x ; = o 
( s-y)( s+y)
which leads to the commonly accepted results for longitudinal 
propagation as outlined by Eitra (2^ say.
We now examine the case where the magnetic field F
CL
has no vertical component so that
y3 = o.
By a suitable choice of axes we put




From equation (3) we find
and
K11 = K33 = 1 - sx
s2-;
K22 = 1 - x/s ,
A I3 = - K = iyx
:>± 2 2s -y
H IV) H K 13 = i n  = kc. .1 *1 = oj
We take m = o and £ = constant 
so that F = Î i + q (z) k .
For the ionosphere this corresponds to the problem 
of transverse propagation at the equator.
¿quations (l?) may now be written
( 2 , 2 \n-, -, ¿ t — K-?t ¿ 7  = (¿»î ’ + Q jh -j -  LMEi n  313 2 OT H-
l/-f aD0 - KQOEQ = -LME-j + (Q^+L ^¿2 “ MQE^o ~ 2  “ “ 2 2 ^ 2  " " “‘“ I
1/k "*• =: — b ”* EQEg + (L )E-̂
We now use the following criteria:-
(i) propagation is in both the ? H and  T D modes 
and (ii) is constant
(21
Writing these criteria in terms of E^, and E^ we get
— q ME^ + ¿ M E = (fQ-qL)
(£K11+qK31)E1+(qK11-fK31)E3 = o
and QEn - LE^ = a = constant, d j
If we operate on the first of these by M, the other two by
2 , pM and on the second of equations (2 7) by M we obtain
11 - 13
-qM2E, + ÌM2S , = (ÌQ-qL)MI3 ‘2
(fk,,+qK,jM2ji11 u“3l
2 2 QM ili-, - Livi E7 1 3
2_+ ( QL&̂ Kv ̂ M  E^ = 0
o
and L(M2S1) +■ QM2k, = (Q2+I^-K ) iv22 '“"“2
These equations are satisfied if
ME n = o
c .
M,.2. '1 o
and ;3 = o
nd then equations (1 7) become
• i J - “7  "I L - l - 7  —■11“1 31 3 „  T  . 1 -a
x"2 2 ' '1 u  +1 ; 3 o A NEo;
J-3l"l + r'-lli*3
- r  - r  C .j_u "f* X.
Since QEn - Li-, = a the first and third of these become 1 0
r ■11"-1 r r  3 




ili -, = IV q - 1 £11 - 31 a
-v 9 , y  O"11 Jt31
(29)
i-l -y3 ~ A 51cl " a
T/- ' O  1 T ? Om 2 h r
Substitute these results into the criterion
1 T r _ ,-J-. j J i j  " 7  —  L i0
1
Il -14
we pc et ( Rll.f_f-2iK-7H H“
( v- ,, n /
f-ir x'3i )
( 1<;3 1 < 1+ i'*1 1 ^
T / '  1 j  i  . ) '11 31 ;
l (31)
Equation (31) mast 'be solved to obtain q and then the 
components S-, , rk and can be round from equations (2d) , (29)r ci. d
and (30).
On expanding equation (31) we rind that it is of the
f o rm
q +£ ~t~ 1 cioL -j- 1 q u — \T
ik dz ik
where U and V are certain functions of x, s and y »
This Riccati equation has two distinct solutions which 
can be interpreted as describing one upward and one downward 
wave. since this equation depends on y we may say that equation 
(31) describes the extraordinary waves.
aquations (2 7) admit of another pair of solutions which 
appear if we use the following set of criteria
(i) propagation is in both the T H and ï u modes
and (ii) ^2 is constan t.
writing these criteria in ter‘ms of t p  i_* r) d and gT we get
- qluE. + i » J L V a - L J  “ 7J) = ( i^-QL) jo
- o since gn is const an t
/(£ -fob^"11 x 31^1 + (^-ir£b f ‘̂3 - 0 ( 3 a ;
an ci o, i sa7)
1'“ "j
Operating on the equation (32) with h we ge 
( x'K. qR^ ) ivi ifj + ( qK ̂ i “ ̂
which with the equation
f q  _1 3
o





unless / 2 { (q +1 r
o H,'" M 1—1
o
O
We reject the trivial solution q‘
S-J-i —  iVi.Li -7 —  O O r-i = Ci1 J ? U
vil en e ou a t ions (2 7) "bec orne
f  ̂ and use
‘ll^l x>31 3 r
+ Uj ) Ci
1-31ijl+iu r 3




3e must then solve equation (33) to find q and solve
equations (32) (35) and (33) to find the components Ik and £?.
1 u
expanding equation (33) we get 
2+ + 1 clq = 1 - xa.ik dz (36)
The two solutions of this equation may he interpreted as 
describing one upward and one downward wave. Since equation 
(36) is independent of y we may say that it describes the 
two ordinary waves,
If we neglect collisions between the electrons and 
the positive ions we may put s = 1 when equation (3 6) become
= 1 - x¿LG + t + ik
dq
dz
/ 7 -7 \
which was solved completely in section 10,
Although by taking m = o we are unable to obtain any 
measure of lateral deviation, the solution of eouation (37) 
will give correct expressions for the retardation and for the 
path of the wave packet in the X , Z plane. The expressions 
obtained in section .10.12 ior the retardation and ior the oath
11 - 1 6
of a wave packet differ widely from those obtained by use 
of the Appleton-Hartree formula or any other results obtained 
using the theory of lamellar propagation *
,/e feel that this difference shows how inadequate 
lamellar theory is when applied to an inhomogeneous medium
even as a mere approximation.
In seeking solutions of equations (2 7 ) for other than 
the two cases considered, any equations for q will be either
a quartic equation like equation (26) or a pair of quadratic 
equations like equations (31) and (3 6). It seems probable 
that the appearance of a quartic equation indicates that the 
two ordinary waves and the two extraordinary waves are- coupled
in the sense used by Rydbeck 
problem of propagation in the ionosphere
his attack on the
>
APPENDIX
SOME PROPERTIED OP COMPLEX VECTORS
Throughout this work we have used the symbol A to 
denote a complex vector which may he written if necessary
A A + i A -r ~u
where the real vectors Ap and A q are sometime denoted by 
Re (A) and In (A) respectively.
We denote by A*, the complex conjugate of A and
■ ti. —  1 A t— —r —u
The symbols • and A have been used to denote dot 
and cross products respectively^which become scalar and 
vector products when the* vectors on each side of the symbol 
are real.
We define the dot product of two complex vectors 
A and B by the rules .
A* A = (Ar+iAQj . (Bjd'iB̂ )
= (A •Br-Au.Bu)+ i(Au.Br+Ar.Bu)
which is then a complex scalar
The cross product is defined by 
A A B = (A^+ iAu) a ( B„+ iB, ^■U'
= (a  A BT,-A,1̂ „)+i(A„ABT>A„A B„)■r —u —u u —r ■u-
which is then a complex vector.
With these definitions it is readily seen that the 
ordinary rules of real vector algebra hold when applied to 
dot and cross products for complex vectors, For instance
A - 2
A. B = B • A
A A B = - B a a
A A A = 0
a .bat = B.C A A -f- /-» ̂UP «
an ci Aa (Ba O) =: (A.G) B - ( A • B ) !J «
The formulae of resil y e c t o r analysis are still correct
Vv i le E 3.pplied to complex vec tors, • nd we have u s e d s u c h s t a n da r d
results as
v  cy a = Vif>+ ÿ v d
V. (j6a ) ~ f V» A +V4> . A
and A ( A A B ; = -(V. A) B + ^ . B) A + (B.V')A-(A.r
where the complex scalar if = fr + i
V<f) = V ( £ r) + /
V- a = y  . aF —r '+ t  V  * àu
and so on.
As well as the fore going, the f oliowin g results may he
obtained hy simple manipulation:-
(i) r a ̂ ̂ — a VA;/ - A“;ii = (Arp  -- C a , Oi ' + i 2 k . A —r —u
(ii) / . „ V( A. B ) = A*. B*
(iii) I f A . B = 0
t hen B A (A A B) « (B » A/' A “ V£i . B) B
an d A - B A) A AÎ 1 B) l
1. gO S» J 1
(iv) (A A A/' ♦ _ X: £i A B
(v) If A A -b ~ c»
B
A - 3
then A = ^ B where )\ is a complex constant and the
four real vectors Ar, A^, and B^ are coplanar.
(vi) 1 
2 i
*A A A = A A A - - -r -u
= a real vector
vii) If A =̂ B e 1* and C = D e iS
whe re S is a complex scalar
then *A * _ i£= B e
and *A A G  = 3* AD
Many of these results are used without comment
throughout this work
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